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Executive Summary When this century opened 11 years ago there was an expectation of change; a new century and a new era was at hand. We can now get a sense for the early trends defining this new era: the ascent of the BRICs, led by China; the need to reform the Eurozone; the Arab Spring; and amidst the turmoil of African politics, the surprisingly steady economic growth across that continent. Eleven years ago few investors were even giving African economies a sideways glance. Perhaps most surprisingly of all, conflict torn West Africa has attracted pledges of some $6bn in the past 2-3 years, mostly from multi-billion dollar, well managed Asian companies, for the development of oil palm plantations. The new large scale Agri-projects that are to be developed are mostly still strangers to the capital markets, but over the next 3 years investors are likely to hear a great deal more about the dawning of industrial agriculture across West Africa. In 2011 the African Development Bank is anticipating a slowing in economic activity across the African continent as a consequence of the ‘Arab Spring’ in North Africa, with GDP growth slowing to 3.7% from 4.9%. The bank expects that in West Africa – the palm oil region of the continent - the civil unrest in Cote d’Ivoire will likely reduce regional growth from last year’s 6.7% to 6.0% in 2011. For the continent as a whole, GDP growth has been running at a brisk rate, averaging around 4.7% in the years 2005-2010. Consistent & robust economic growth across the African region is a relatively recent phenomenon which contrasts with the moribund state of economic activity across the developed economies, this has attracted investor attention. For investors looking to participate in African growth, the oil palm sector is one to consider. Output from the sector addresses both a buoyant local market and also steadily rising demand from consumers across the emerging economies and from the bio-fuel sector globally. The African oil palm opportunity is made further attractive by virtue of the support it is receiving from African administrations – many of whom, and Liberia is a good example, see the crop as a cornerstone for economic development. Highly attractive land acquisition terms are being offered along with generous dispensations from taxation and duties for developing oil palm enterprises in many West & Central African countries. The timing is good; land availability in the palm oil production centre of the world, East Asia, is becoming increasingly restricted and the big plantation operators in Indonesia & Malaysia are looking a long way west to West Africa, for new land to meet the robust global demand for the commodity. The palm regions of Africa boast some 7.8m ha of the plant – but even though 1.0 m ha are classed as plantations, the productivity of this huge palm area is tiny – perhaps 4% of global production; Indonesia & Malaysia by contrast – with 9.0m – 11.0m ha between them, account for 85% of global production. While the African climate is perhaps not generally as agreeable to oil palms as its East Asian counterpart, the plant originated in the region and will crop economically across much of West, and parts of Central Africa, with appropriate planting material and applied agronomy.
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While ‘African risk’ will deter some agro-industrial investors and financial investors, many others will look to the growing middle classes of Africa – now more than 13% of the population – to perform the task that this class has accomplished throughout the world, namely improving political governance and social institutions, effectively reducing African risk. While improving the investment rating for many African countries will be a long term process, local risk may also be reduced due to the influx of capital, values, and know-how that is accompanying inward investment to the continent, especially in the form of joint ventures. The African palm sector is a true legacy of empire, a multifaceted mirror to the centuries of European occupation of the continent, but it is also attracting new players, global powerhouses that have developed in East Asia in palm oil and other commodities, and who now want to exploit the opportunity to grow larger still as Africa finds its economic feet. They are bringing to the African sector a century of plantations expertise and an acute understanding of exploiting the downstream value added opportunities for the commodity. Already some of these companies are developing local branded consumer vegetable oil product lines. We anticipate also that a new large player will soon enter the field – China; until now it has not invested directly into the African sector, but as probably the largest single foreign country investing in Africa, and the second largest consumer of palm oil in the world, we believe its entry is only a matter of time. We know of a number of ventures that are seeking funding and project partners at the time of writing this report – readers interested in private equity investment opportunities in the sector should contact us for further details.



Contact us for investment projects



An Emergent African Palm Sector The 30 year progress of palm oil to become an important global commodity with an annual traded value of nearly $50bn has neatly charted the rise of the Asian economies. Although a plant out of Africa, the oil palm has made a significant contribution to the economies of Malaysia and Indonesia and to the quality of life of growing numbers of consumers in the developing economies of Asia. Today the crop makes up more than 3% of Malaysian GDP and perhaps as much as 4% of Indonesian GDP. The crop has also created significant wealth for investors: with production costs of between $250-350 per tonne for the past 20 years, Crude Palm Oil (CPO) has traded variously between $400-1,300 per tonne. New plantable land is becoming increasingly restricted in East Asia and this has driven the plantation sector to look back to the plant’s region of origin, West Africa, for new development opportunities. With some 7.8m ha already growing oil palm in West & Central Africa today, and another 1.0m ha available for development, the region could equal and exceed East Asia in respect of hectares under cultivation, but until recently the social & political climate of the region had discouraged the waves of investment capital attracted first by Malaysia, and then increasingly by Indonesia. Today the African palm sector presents obvious opportunities, not least a steady rise in local demand, but the fact that its vast areas of oil palm are unable to meet domestic demand underlines the major challenges that must be countered if the sector’s potential is to be realised. Investment capital in the region of US $6bn has been identified for this task, backed by some of the biggest names from the East Asian sector, powerful commodities trading houses and global supply chain managers. Importantly too, development capital is becoming available locally for African palm projects, and for investors there are new names appearing on the international capital markets as vehicles for participating in the development of this potentially important new economic sector for West & Central African nations.



Global market worth $50bn pa



While the African palm sector resounds still with the echoes of empire, and the presence of significant Western investor operators remains a central feature, it is possible also to see in the development of the sector, the emergence of a more African palm oil industry. The sector has also attracted the interest of big Asian plantation groups, globally trading commodities companies and European power generators, but interestingly the World’s two most powerful economies, US & China, are either indirectly represented, or as in the case of China, not represented in the sector at all - yet. Enterprises seeded with African capital and controlled by African investors still play a less prominent role within the sector than businesses that are majority owned by investors from outside Africa, but the identities of foreign owned organisations and their African operations are becoming increasingly blurred. Olam is a hybrid exception; it has deep African roots but Singaporean domicile. Importantly for African economic development, since the middle of the last decade, there has been a noticeable increase in commitment to palm related projects by African governments.



Echoes of Empire
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3% of GDP Significant wealth creation 7.8m hectares 1.0m hectares of plantations



$6bn pledged for investment Cornerstone for economic development
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A Growth Story For Africa That US enterprises are not big investors in African palm is not perhaps surprising – the US is not one of the major consumers of palm oil, accounting for circa 1.9% of annual global consumption, compared with China at over 13%, and India at over 15%. It is more surprising that China is not active in the African palm oil sector when it is one of the World’s leading consumers of the commodity and a significant investor in African resources. In 2009 however ZTE Agribusiness Company Ltd, a subsidiary of ZTE, the telecommunications equipment manufacturer, entered into discussions with the Government of Democratic Republic of Congo to develop 1 million hectares of palm plantations for the production of a targeted 500,000 mt of CPO pa, of which 90% was reported to be intended for biofuels; discussions are reported to be continuing between ZTE and the Government of DRC. China’s dialogue with Africa was begun at the end of the first half of the twentieth century as the age of European empire was brought to a close by the trauma of World War 2. This was a dialogue of equals; equal in their recent historical experience and equal in their common struggle for sovereign independence and economic advancement. Today, at a time when Africa’s natural resources are in great demand, China is well positioned politically and financially [with US $3trillion of foreign reserves], to secure access to Africa’s resources. For China, the acquisition of significant natural resource assets in Africa can be seen to be a strategy to disengage from global market pricing mechanisms that are always priced in US $ and driven by US markets like CBOT, and in this context it would not be surprising to see China investing in significant controlled oil palm resources in Africa. Any such development is likely to be interpreted as a bullish signal for investment in the sector.
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China accounts for 13% global consumption ZTE discussions with Government of DRC



China & Africa – a dialogue of equals



Disengagement from global pricing mechanisms



African Palm & African Risk In April this year, Beijing hosted the 3rd annual BRICS leaders meeting on the Southern Chinese Island of Hainan; South Africa was a new attendant at this club, and for this it had China very much to thank. Although South Africa is only the 12th largest of the emerging economies, Beijing had argued that it should be included as a representative for the whole of the African continent. Despite the persistent concerns about ‘Africa Risk’, about the fragility of African political institutions – the ‘Mugabe Factor’, the continent is increasingly exposed to constructive external influences. China’s support for South Africa’s representation within the BRICS club underlines the US$100bn of trade between it and the Continent, which suggests that with outside commercially focused support, African nations may now begin to benefit from their wealth of resources. Chinese businesses can be expected to invest in the African oil palm sector, not only to improve their terms of trade in the commodity, but in recognition of the opportunities to supply a rapidly growing African middle class consumer population. As foreign commercial and political influence grows in the region, local risk may begin to be offset by the tendency for a growing middle class to effect institutional reforms likely to encourage greater social & political stability. Empirical evidence suggests that growth of the middle class is associated with better governance, economic growth and poverty reduction. Today the combined current GDP of the African continent is a little larger than India’s, similar to Brazil & Russia. Strong economic growth since the early 1990s has given rise to a significant middle class, which the African Development Bank (AfDB) has estimated at circa 13% of the population in 2010, beneath this group, the AfDB has identified another 21% which it defines as floating class – with daily per capita expenditure of $2-$4. In all, the AfDB estimates that the African middle class is likely to be around the same size as that of China or India – in excess of 300m. However this includes a wide group – the floating group - that is vulnerable to falling back into poverty as a consequence of economic shocks, leaving a core middle class population of around 120m. To this group can be added the rich, making up a little under 5% of the population, but controlling over 80% of GDP in SubSaharan Africa. Interestingly, Nigeria, which is expected to become a Middle Income country circa 2050, has a significant middle class – circa 30% of the population – which has developed in line with expansion of private sector activity in banking, communications and services. The growth in consumption of palm oil has precisely charted the growth in GDP in the newly developing economies as can be seen from the charts below. The Asian Tiger economies established the trend in the 1980s and this has more latterly been emulated by China, India and Indonesia; the same trends can also be expected to evolve in Africa. Hardman & Co. Leaders in Corporate Research Tel: +44(0)20 7929 3399
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African middle class



13% of population now middle class



120m + new African consumers Nigerian middle class grows with service economy
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Emerging market GDP vs World Palm Oil Consumption 25,000.00
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For financial investors considering increasing their exposure to African risk, the development of the middle class within target countries represents one reliable benchmark for investment suitability; so too does the engagement of target countries with foreign trading partners and institutions. An investment in African oil palm enterprises provides a number of opportunities for gain: •



Potential for value gain in line with economic development and reducing political risk;



•



Robust global demand for palm oil and increasing African demand from the continent’s growing middle class;



•



Potential for capital gain as African palm assets are developed or rehabilitated to provide higher productivity.



After the trauma of a decade of civil war, Liberia has engaged energetically with the outside world, and the new government is actively striving to rebuild its middle class, in part by encouraging the middle class who fled the country’s internal conflicts to return – and this is reported to be happening. Equatorial Palm Oil Ltd [EPOIL] represents a logical vehicle for Hardman & Co. Leaders in Corporate Research Tel: +44(0)20 7929 3399



Foreign inward investment
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investing in a more optimistic Liberian future, supported by a climate suitable for oil palm, a highly respected new government and strong international support for economic development. Additionally the huge scaled project being developed in Liberia by Golden VerOleum, some 220,000 ha of planted palm by 2023, will likely also provide an investment opportunity in the sector. Further south in Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Feronia Inc is a play on superior agronomy and decades of plant breeding. DRC ranks only 175 in the list of countries in which to do business and although the economy is responsive to global demand for natural resources, infrastructure is poor, and political stability is uncertain. The growing influence of the high growth economies of China, India, Korea and Brazil, all of which are increasing their commercial participation in the DRC, offers hope of a stronger future.



Equatorial Palm Oil, well supported Huge scale in Liberia



Feronia for agronomy & breeding



African Producer Countries Target Self Sufficiency in Palm Oil Despite the fact that the oil palm originated in West Africa and grows wild across much of the region, the African producer states are, with only two exceptions, net importers of the commodity. Ivory Coast produces 43% more than it consumes – and in this it is unique; across the board 11 significant African producers [for which we can source data] imported on average palm oil equal to 32% of production – nearly 600,000 mt in 2010 equivalent to some $600m. The most striking example is Nigeria, once the World’s leading producer of the commodity, by some counts it possesses the third largest area of cultivated palm plantations after Malaysia with over 3.0m ha - yet it imports nearly 46% as much oil as it produces today.



CPO Production & Consumption (000 MT)
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Production



Only Ivory Coast is a significant exporter



Nigeria may have 3.0m ha of oil palm
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11 African Producer Countries
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2009
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Angola



133



133



133



58



58



58



-75



-75



-75



-129.3%



Benin



85



100



110



35



35



35



-50



-65



-75



-185.7%



Cameroon



190



195



200



190



190



190



0



-5



-10



-2.6%



Congo (DRC)



207



207



207



185



185



185



-22



-22



-22



-11.9%



Cote d'Ivoire



170



170



170



300



300



300



130



130



130



43.3%



Ghana



155



160



160



120



120



120



-35



-40



-40



-33.3%



Guinea



80



75



75



50



50



50



-30



-25



-25



-50.0%



Liberia



61



61



61



42



42



42



-19



-19



-19



-45.2%



Nigeria



1,232



1,240



1,240



850



850



850



-382



-390



-390



-45.9%



Sierra Leone



44



44



44



36



36



36



-8



-8



-8



-22.2%



Togo



85



85



90



7



7



7



-78



-78



-83



-1114.3%
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Growth in Consumption
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Growers across the region report rapidly expanding local demand as demographics and rising wealth drive more Africans to adopt the commodity as cooking oil. Electricity generation companies in the region are eyeing the commodity also as a local source of biofuel. The profile of oil palm cultivation in Nigeria can explain much about the apparent scale of the crop’s footprint in Africa, (in all some 7.8m ha), and its inability today to meet the domestic needs of the continent, or even its 22 producer states. In many countries of Equatorial Africa, Nigeria included, oil palm grows wild or has been cultivated in semi natural stands by village farmers for domestic use. Only about 1.14m hectares can be identified as agro-industrial plantations, and all too frequently as in Democratic Republic of the Congo, Liberia and Sierra Leone, these need rehabilitation.



Nigeria a net importer despite large cultivation area



The tendency to a marked dry period across many of the African producer states suggests that yields in the region may never rival those achieved in East Asia. However there are structural issues to do with the profile of the sector that can be modified: the underlying reasons for the Continent’s dependency on palm oil imports from East Asia are to be found in the run down state of many of the plantations established in the 20th Century, and in the much smaller area of agro-industrial cultivation compared to the traditional village and small holder models and the expansive stands of wild palm. Socio-political fragility in many of the producer countries has also acted as a deterrent to significant inward investment to the sector. Although the sums of money now committed to the sector are impressive, the reality of investing these committed funds successfully into the infrastructure required to produce the culture of professional plantation development that now spans Malaysia & Indonesia, will require greater social & political stability in the region than historically has been the case. The governments of the African producer countries have been adopting pro oil palm sector policies since the turn of this century – and some initiatives indeed date much further back; the governments of Liberia and Cameroon, for example, have been proactive in seeking foreign investment in the sector. There is a drive for self sufficiency in vegetable oil across the region and an increased awareness about the value of the crop as a biofuels feed stock. Not surprisingly a number of African governments are now encouraging foreign energy producers to invest directly into palm / energy related projects.



Dry period restricts yield Run down facilities



Sovereign risk has been an issue Pro-palm policies African producer states seek self sufficiency in vegetable oil



•



Benin’s Agricultural Revival Program for economic development includes plans for an agro-fuels sector;



•



Burundi’s National Agricultural Strategy 2008-2015 calls for a revival of the oil palm sector with the objective of achieving self sufficiency in the production of vegetable oils;



Self sufficiency



•



Cameroon’s Oil Palm Project 2001, an initiative of the Ministry of Agriculture, made the expansion of oil palm cultivation by 5,000ha pa, a national priority;



National priority



•



Cote d’Ivoire has targeted a doubling of CPO production by 2018 to circa 600,000 t pa;



•



Gabon has targeted development of another 200,000 ha for oil palm cultivation and entered into an agreement with Olam to develop plantations of this scale;



•



Guinea is looking to expand hectares under cultivation from 9,000 to 15,000 by 2015;



•



The Liberian government sees palm sector expansion as an important leg of economic development;



•



In 2010 the government of Nigeria, along with UNIDO and Cameroon set up a fund to develop palm in the region;



•



The Nigerian Institute for Palm Oil Research has called for laws surrounding land tenure to be overhauled to make private & foreign investment more attractive;



•



In 2006 Tanzania created the National Biofuels Task Force to develop agroindustrial projects to supply feed stock, including oil palm;



•



In Uganda the government, World Bank and UN’s IFAD are all working to develop the oil palm sector.
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Olam partnership



A plank of economic development



Land reform National Biofuels Task Force
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Sierra Leone: 99,413 ha Sierra Leone Agriculture 41,582 Biopalm Star Oil 57,831



Ghana: 39,900 ha Norwegian Oil Palm Ghana 5,000(E) SIAT 7,700 Wilmar (Benso) 23,000 Twifo oil Palm 4,200
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Nigeria: SIAT SocFin Fri-El



30,831 ha 10,537 9,294 11,000



Cameroon: Bollore SocFin CDC Pamol



69,317 ha 8,500 35,817 16,000 9,000



Congo R.: 110,000 ha ENI 70,000 Fri-El 40,000



Liberia: EPOIL Golden Agri SIFCA Sime Darby



143,549 ha 54,549 30,000(E) 9,000 50,000(E)



Congo DR: 25,000 ha Feronia 15,000 Groupe Agro-Pastrol 10,000



Ivory Coast: 66,231 ha SIFCA 40,000 SocFin 6,031 SIPEF-CI 12,700 Groupe L’Aiglon 7,500



Gabon: Olam/Wilmar SIAT



60,000 ha 50,000(E) 10,000



Angola: AfriAgro



5,000 ha 5,000



Uganda: 6,500 ha Wilmar(BIDCO) 6,500



Tanzania: 25,358 ha FELISA 4,358 Africa Green Oil 5,000(E) Tanzania Biodiesel Plant 16,000



Other Production Countries: Benin Burundi Central African Republic Equatorial Guinea Guinea Madagascar Sao Tome & Principe Senegal Togo



Source: USDA, Hardman & Co, Oil Palm In Africa (Ricardo Carrere) World Rainforest Movement 2010
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Palm Cultivation In Africa Climate It is widely accepted that the oil palm (Elaeis guineensis) originated in the tropical rain forest region of West Africa. The oil palm belongs to the Arecaceae family, which includes coconut and date palms. The main belt of the palm’s cultivation in Africa runs through the southern latitudes of Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Togo and into the equatorial region of Angola and the Congo. It is in East Asia however that the oil palm performs best because the climate is more favourable for yield optimisation. Specifically it is the pronounced dry period in Equatorial Africa, December to February, that limits the Fresh Fruit Bunches (FFB) yield of the crop in its native region. While the annual rainfall is similar to that of East Asia, the distribution is different; palm prefers close to 300mm per month, but in African palm producing countries February rainfall can be as low as 90mm. Some of Nigeria’s plantations are in areas with prolonged dry seasons which can depress yields to zero for several months. East Asian planters advise us that reduced rain in that region as a result of the La Nina weather system, will produce reduced yields, down by as much as 40%, circa 9 months after the weather pattern, due to its impact on flower formation [male flowers predominate] and subsequent reduction in fruit development.



A West African plant



The wild oil palm groves of Central and West Africa consists mainly of the thick-shelled Dura variety with a thin mesocarp [from which the oil is derived]. Breeding programs have focused on crossing the native Dura palm with a shell-less variety (Pisifera), to produce the hybrid Tenera palm which has a much thicker mesocarp and a thinner shell than the Dura. All breeding and planting programs now use the Tenera, the fruits of which have a much higher content of palm oil than the native Dura.



Breeding for disease resistance and oil ratio



Modern high-yielding varieties developed by breeding programs, under ideal climatic conditions in Africa, and with good management, are reported to be capable of producing in excess of 20 tonnes of FFB/ha/yr, with palm oil in bunch content of 25%. Some planters have demonstrated that up to 25 MT/ha is possible under ideal conditions. This is equivalent to a yield of 5 tonnes oil/ha/yr or more (excluding the palm kernel oil). However, such high yields are rarely achieved in practice because the rainfall patterns are uneven in Central and West Africa and palms are exposed to water-related stresses. Country 



City Reference 



Annual Rainfall (mm) 



Dry Season* 



Angola 



Luanda 



371.0 



May ‐ February 



Benin 



Cotonou 



1,346.7 



November ‐ February 



Burundi 



Bujumbura 



858.8 



June ‐ September 



Cameroon 



Douala 



4,004.8 



December ‐ January 



Central African Republic 



Bangui 



1,507.7 



December ‐ February 



Cote d'Ivoire 



Gagnoa 



1,421.0 



December ‐ January 



Democratic Republic of Congo 



Kinshasa 



1,405.6 



June ‐ September 



Equatorial Guinea 



Clatrava 



4,572.0 



February ‐ June 



Lambarene 



1,952.3 



June ‐ August 



Ghana 



Kumasi 



1,432.3 



December ‐ January 



Guinea 



Conakry 



3,869.6 



December ‐ March 



Liberia 



Tapeta 



1,947.0 



December ‐ February 



Antananarivo 



1,367.5 



April ‐ September 



Gabon 



Madagascar  Nigeria 



Lagos 



1,740.7 



December ‐ February 



Republic of Congo 



Brazzaville 



1,370.7 



June ‐ September 



Sao Tome & Principe 



Sao Tome 



953.7 



June ‐ September 



Dakar 



504.8 



October ‐ June 



Senegal  Sierra Leone  Tanzania  Togo  Uganda 



Lungi 



3,590.6 



December ‐ March 



Dar es Salaam 



1,056.4 



June ‐ October 



Klouto 



1,688.9 



December ‐ January 



Kampala 



1,244.3 



January, July 



East Asian climate suits it best



African dry seasons reduce yield



Yields do not match Asia – but are still fully commercial



Too dry



Highly suitable



Highly suitable



Suitable



Too dry Very suitable



* A dry season month is defined as a month where average precipitation is below 60 mm  Source: World Climate, Hardman & Co
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Pattern of Cultivation A first glance at the data for palm cultivation in Africa reveals an area of some 7.8m ha, not so very different from the 9.0m ha under cultivation in Indonesia & Malaysia from whence some 85% of global production derives. Africa on the other hand accounts for only circa 4% of world production and unlike East Asia, the oil producing region of Africa is, in aggregate, a significant importer of the commodity. On closer examination of the data it is apparent that some 6.7m ha of Africa’s palm area is either naturally occurring stands of Dura palms or small traditional village/family stands for domestic consumption. The stands are typically post mature, low yielding/low oil content and unsupported for exploitation by either appropriate infrastructure or professional agronomy. The remaining 1.1m ha of plantation palms are not all in good condition; plantations established during the first half of the 20th Century are now being rehabilitated but the area put down to state-of-the-art cultivation may be less than 100,000 ha. Research by Hardman & Co suggests that another 400,000+ ha could be brought into professional plantation agro-industrial management over the next five years and beyond that as much as another 1m ha could be developed or redeveloped in the period to 2021.



4% of global production



Wild groves & family plots



Very small area of top quality plantations



Wild & Small Holder Palm Cropping The wild stands of palm are mostly untended in a jungle environment. They are found in clusters and are mainly the result of natural seed dispersal. This Dura variety of palm has been the source of palm oil in West & Central Africa for centuries. Traditional small scale cultivation of oil palms has been practised in and around villages throughout the region. But this method of farming has favoured the native Dura variety over the higher yielding Tenera hybrid. Village farmers in Africa have not been willing to adopt the higher [oil] yielding Tenera variety because regional consumers prefer the less fatty Dura fruits which are used not just for cooking oil, but as an ingredient in traditional meals. While the Tenera variety is the first choice for a high-yielding industrial crop, traditional African cultivators prefer the native Dura for culinary use. Oil palm smallholdings [less than 10 ha typically], are reported to have been growing rapidly since the 1990s as palm oil has become more valuable, and in order to support the demands of growing populations. Yield variability is wide and average yield per ha is thought to be less than half of that achieved by industrial growers. A combination of low yielding palm varieties, the absence of effective crop management, especially fertiliser use, and high plant mortality during the planting phase, contributes to keeping yields sub-optimal. The plantation model of palm cultivation in Africa is frequently supplemented by surrounding out growers with small stands of palm who supply FFB to the estate’s mill – a model which is also common in Indonesia & Malaysia. Village stands look to produce relatively low FFB yields, below 5.0 t/ ha, while wild stands may produce no more than 0.5-1.0 t/ ha .



Jungle palms Low yielding Dura dominates Tenera palm does not suit local tastes



Cultivation techniques need upgrading



Out grower model is common



Plantation Cultivation The traditional land tenure system in Africa has not supported large-scale farming. For the establishment of large scale plantations it has been necessary for governments to drive the process of aggregating large parcels of land under a common title. Perhaps for this reason it has been foreign investors with access to significant development capital and with experience of plantation cultivation, who have tended to shape the development of the oil palm plantation sector in Africa. Best estimates suggest that around 1.14m ha of oil palm is cultivated in plantations in Africa, but it is unclear how many of these hectares are commercially productive – perhaps no more than 100,000. A resurgence of interest in the production of palm oil has however led a number of new groups into the African palm producing countries with ambitious plans to redevelop existing palm assets and to create entirely new plantations. Another 400,000 - 500,000 ha are being targeted for planting over the next 5 years, and in the period 2016-2021 this may be augmented by more than 1m additional palm hectares. Yield data for African producers is patchy at best, but the evidence suggests that while professional operators are targeting FFB yields per ha of 1920 MT/ha mid to late decade on the back of new plantings and refurbishment of existing plantations, actual yields are presently in the range of 6-12 MT/ha. Some of the reasons for this have now been detailed, climate in particular. Additionally the omission of African plantations to apply fertiliser, less disciplined harvesting procedures and less bountiful planting material, all conspire to produce less abundant yields than are achieved in East Asia. Hardman & Co. Leaders in Corporate Research Tel: +44(0)20 7929 3399



Land tenure system has not supported agroindustrial scaled cultivation



Ambition to redevelop and expand palm sector Yield target 19 tonnes FFB /ha
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Land Tenure & Obligations & Benefits African governments are keen to encourage & support the development of the oil palm sector in Africa. Exemptions from the payment of direct and indirect duties are available as are exemptions from import duties on production requirements and from export duties. Corporate taxation holidays for up to 10 years are available and low rates typically maintain when tax is applied. Countries vary in terms of ownership restrictions but many allow for 100% ownership by foreign investors and there are typically no restrictions on the repatriation of dividends or profits or payments on foreign loans etc. Land tenure tends to be on a leasehold basis in many African countries, and there are significant sensitivities surrounding the land rights of local people. While land costs are famously low, governments increasingly require environmental impact assessments, and commitments to support bio-diversity and local communities. Community support extends to housing, community facilities such as meeting areas, schools and clinics plus support for out grower farming schemes and investment in infrastructure. Land costs alone do not tell the whole story. Leaseholds [renewable] typically have lengthy tenures: we know of 75 year leaseholds in Ghana, 99 year in Tanzania, and 50 year DUATS or planting rights in Mozambique [these compare with 35 years in Indonesia]. Land acquisition costs can run from annual rentals of US$0.50 /ha for undeveloped land and US$1.0/ha for developed land at annual increases of 2% pa fixed to one off charges of less than US$150/ha. However the picture is very mixed across Africa, and in Nigeria the Institute for Palm Oil Research has called for laws surrounding land tenure to be overhauled to make private & foreign investment more attractive.



Favourable terms for developers



Governments wish to attract inward investment Land acquisition costs do not tell the whole story



Very long leaseholds Very low acquisition costs



Disease & Breeding Control Diseases of oil palm in Africa include fusarium wilt (caused by Fusarium oxysporum & widespread across palm growing regions), bacterial bud rot (in Democratic Republic of Congo), and dry basal rot, caused by Ceratocystis paradoxa (in Nigeria). Fusarium wilt is a serious problem in Africa but the disease has not yet reached East Asia where rigorous quarantine measures have been imposed by the Malaysian & Indonesian authorities to prevent introduction of the pathogen. The fungal pathogen Fusarium oxysporum affects a wide variety of hosts of any age; tomato, tobacco , legumes, cucurbits, sweet potatoes, oil palm and banana are a few of the most susceptible plants. Vascular wilt is a most destructive disease and it can cause severe losses. Symptoms include wilting followed by desiccation of the fronds, which finally break and hang around the trunk. Internally, characteristic browning of the vascular elements is seen both in adult palms and in seedlings. Two disease profiles may be seen in the field amongst mature palm: “acute wilt” where the palm dies within a few weeks and “chronic wilt” where the palm may remain alive for many months and even years but becomes progressively stunted. Fusarium oxysporum is a soil borne fungus which has made disease management extremely difficult in a perennial monoculture crop like oil palm. Over a period of 30 to 40 years, screening for resistance at the nursery stage was introduced in many plantations and research stations, and successful breeding programs in West Africa, notably in Ivory Coast, Cameroon and Democratic Republic of Congo, have resulted in more resistant oil palm material becoming available. Feronia's Yaligimba Research Station (formerly a Unilever estate) was an early pioneer in oil palm research, beginning in the early second half of the 20th Century, and today it claims to produce a leading strain of oil palm resistant to fusarium wilt. However this inbred resistance factor has involved a trade-off in oil yield due to the defensive influence of Dura genetic information. Feronia claims that its seed varieties are capable of producing circa 24 t/ha FFB with oil yield potential of 5-5.5 t/ha. This is less than the ultimate potential of the best planting material from East Asia where yields of over 34 t/ha FFB are being targeted, but it is better than what is typically achieved on many plantations in Africa today.
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Disease more problematic than in Asia



Wilt



Long tradition of breeding for resistance



Feronia’s high yield wilt resistant seed
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A Growth Story For Africa Yaligimba Seeds is the oil palm seed sales division of Feronia Inc. The division is the beneficiary of decades of seed breeding experience and accumulated data at Yaligimba Research Station, the oil palm research division of Feronia Inc in DRC. Over 50,000 individual palms are under detailed field recording at any one time. Through a combined breeding program with Harrisons & Crosfield, Feronia has acquired elite breeding material from Malaysia, Indonesia & Papua New Guinea. The research program also includes the best material from Nigeria, Ivory Coast and Cameroon and Democratic Republic of Congo. This includes the three commonly found forms of the oil palm, dura, pisifera and tenera hybrid.
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Yaligimba Seeds



Regionally bred material



Dura parents are selected both from Dura x Dura crosses and Dura x Tenera crosses as well as Tenera x Tenera crosses. They are claimed to provide: •



Disease resistance – especially to Fusarium wilt;



•



Early yielding – to improve lifetime profitability & per ha yield;



•



High FFB yields – with potential to yield up to 30 MT/ha under ideal conditions;



•



Exceptional bunch formation – to provide high oil extraction rates.



As pisifera usually produce bunches with predominantly sterile fruits, the dura is used as the female and the pisifera as the male parent of tenera planting material. For yield optimisation then palm breeders have been searching for dura and pisifera parents which transmit high bunch yield and oil-and-kernel extraction per hectare to their tenera offspring. Pisifera palms are selected from progenies with outstanding yields. The crossing program is designed to bring together the best characteristics from a wide range of origins. The best duras are selected on the basis of oil yield and vegetative characters, including reduced height and above average bunch index (the ratio of fruit dry weight to total dry matter). The progenies are evaluated in field trials for yield and disease resistance and only elite pisifera parents are used for commercial seed production. The presence of dura in plantings from commercially produced Dura x Pisifera material may follow inadequately controlled pollination. This inevitably leads to lower yields & lower profitability.
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Disease resistance & early maturing High yield potential



Hybrid vigour



Yield implications for disease resistance
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Industrial  Plantations  ha 



Small Holders &  Natural Stands  ha 



Angola 



0 



Benin 



Country 
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Proposed Plantings 



Comments 



ha 



 



0 



5,000 



Likely too southerly for successful large scale palm cultivation. Grupo Atlantica (AfriAgro) has a concession over 5,000ha to  develop palm for biodiesel, which is very much in line with recent Government policy. Eni is reported to be working with  Sonangol to produce CPO for biofuel. 



20,000 



300,000 



350,000 



Burundi 



10,000 



0 



4,000 



Cameroon 



76,500 



25,000 



380,000 



Central  African  Republic 



1,000 



18,000 



0 



Single industrial plantation owned by state owned company Central African Palm Oil Company. Sector suffers from under  investment. 



0 



At beginning of 20th Century an estimated 1m ha of palm flourished in DRC in natural or traditional stands. First under  Belgian control palm cultivation became important to the local economy in the very early 20th Century, and then large  scale plantations were progressively established by the Lever Bros, UK soap empire, whose influence on the palm sector  remained set right up to the present time. Today the former Lever estates are owned by Feronia . Other large scale estates  of circa 10,000 ha are reported owned by interests of the Blattner Family (formerly Groupe Agro Pastorale (GAP)). 



0 



Since independence, the authorities have had the ambition to make the country the largest producer of CPO in Africa with  support from World Bank & European Development Fund. By early 1990s 134,000ha and 240,000 MT/pa of CPO were  achieved. After privatisation at the end of the 20th century, the former state controlled palm plantations were sold to  Wilmar, Olam, and SIFCA (PALMCI), SIPEF‐CI, and interests of the Kagnassi Family (Groupe L'Aiglon) with PALMAFRIQUE.  Goal is to double national production by 2018. 



 



Democratic  Republic of  Congo 



Cote  d'Ivoire 



147,000 



88,000 



1,000,000 



140,000 
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During 1920s & 1930s 0.5m ha put down to oil palm for Western soap manufacture. Reportedly another   300,000‐400,000 ha may be put down to palm by East Asian & African companies.  National Agricultural Strategy 2008‐2015 calls for self sufficiency in palm oil by 2015.  State strongly supports development of palm sector. Sime Darby reported to be planning 300,000 ha development. 
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Country    Equatorial  Guinea 



Industrial  Plantations  ha 



Small Holders &  Natural Stands  ha 



7,000 



0 
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Proposed Plantings 



Comments 



ha 



 



0 



Country has ideal soil & climate conditions for oil palm, but infrastructure & socio‐political environment offset to the  downside.  Unilever began developing palm in the mid 1950s. In the 1970s the Government created a 96% state owned vehicle to  develop the sector with some 7,500 ha. SIAT bought the company from the state in 2003 and in 2007 received African  Development Bank support to renovate and extend the plantations. The government now has ambitious plans to develop  a further 200,000 ha with 30% ownership of the programme by local participants. In October 2010 Republic of Gabon  signed an agreement with Olam for development of 200,000 ha. 



Gabon 



10,000 



0 



200,000 



Ghana 



300,000 



0 



0 



The agro‐industrial sector began as recently as the late 1970s and today there is a developed oil processing / refining  sector. The sector is dominated by small farms with only around 12% in agro‐industrial plantations. SIAT, Wilmar &  Unilever are the key players in the sector, along with the government. 



Guinea 



9,000 



2,000,000 



0 



Guinea is reported to have some 2m ha of indigenous natural Palm, but only a very small number of plantation ha.  Government plans to expand area of cultivation to 15,000 ha by 2015. 



Liberia 



70,000 



0 



580,000 



Palm is native to large parts of the country. Sime Darby, EPOIL, & Golden Agri are all actively seeking project development  in the country. USAID & USDA are supporting palm ventures in Liberia. It is thought that these 3 foreign operators have  control of some 629,000 ha. 



0 



0 



69,000 



Palm has never been important to the country and is likely too far south of equator. Daewoo had ambitious plans that  sparked political upheaval & were abandoned. Sithe Global of US is now reported to be considering major project for  biofuel. 



Madagascar 



Nigeria 



360,000 



2,500,000 
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At the turn of 20th Century Nigeria was exporting over 100,000mt CPO pa. It has vast stands of natural & traditionally  cultivated palm. Small holder production still dominates to perhaps 80% of area planted and country is net importer of  nearly 400,000 MT CPO p.a. Plantation area is uncertain ‐ 360,000 ha at most. World Bank has been large contributor to  palm projects in country ‐ with disappointing results. In 2010 Government & UNIDO and Cameroon state authorities set up  fund to develop palm in the region. Nigerian Institute for Palm Oil Research has called for laws surrounding land tenure to  be overhauled to make private & foreign investment more attractive. Italian company Fri‐El Green Power is active in  Nigeria.  15 www.hardmanandco.com
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Proposed Plantings 



Comments 



ha 



  Despite a tradition for palm cultivation including some 13,000 ha of plantations, the sector fell into serious decline until  circa 2007; ENI signed a $3bn agreement with the government to develop energy projects in the country including   70,000 ha of palm to produce 340,000 MT of CPO pa for food & biodiesel. Aurantia of Spain is also proposing some  thousands of hectares of palm for energy. 



Republic of  Congo 



10,000 



0 



110,000 



Sao Tome &  Principe 



0 



0 



5,000 



Senegal 



0 



50,000 



0 



18,000 



32,000 



80,000 



Palm is important to the country but estates are said to be in poor order. World Bank & UK development aid is funding  research & support for agri‐projects including palm in aftermath of a lengthy civil war. 



0 



0 



152,000 



In 2006 the Government created the National Biofuels task force to develop agro‐industrial projects to supply feed stock ‐  including palm. The crop has been cultivated by smallholders since the 1920s. Projects extending to more than   106,000 ha, mostly connected with biofuels are under consideration. 



Togo 



2,000 



600,000 



0 



Large traditional cultivations; palm has an important role in traditional communities for food and other materials, but it  has failed to become established as an agro‐industrial crop. 



Uganda 



10,000 



0 



30,000 



UN IFAD has been vigorous in supporting expansion & development of palm cultivation in Uganda. Numerous players  including World Bank, IFAD, Government & Wilmar are involved. In 2010 IFAD was proposing a $50m+ loan to support  expansion. Project on Buggala Island has caused environmental concerns & controversy. 



1,128,500 



6,665,000 



1,935,000 



 



7,793,500 



9,728,500 



 



Sierra Leone 



Tanzania 



Sub‐Totals 



Total Existing Palm Ha /  Plus Proposed New  Plantings 



SocFin (Bollore Group) is proposing to develop agro‐fuels based palm operation. No great history of industrial cultivation in  the country despite EU development aid for the sector in 1970s.  Oil palm occurs naturally in Southern region near coast. In 2004 Government considered feasibility of large scale  cultivation with plan to develop as much as 5,000ha. Progress is uncertain and peanut oil is widely used instead of palm. 



Source: FAO, Oil World and Oil Palm In Africa (Ricardo Carrere) World Rainforest Movement 2010
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The Changing Face of African Palm Oil Production From The Ashes of Empire Although the legacy of empire is fading now across West Africa, the plantations sector still echoes the influence of the former European powers towards the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th Century. The plantation interests of the five companies detailed below have French or Belgian ancestry, while Feronia PHC is rehabilitating plantations developed by the Lever Brothers Sunlight Soap ‘empire’ in the early decades of the 20th Century. These companies bring capital, plantation management expertise and supporting services to the benefit of their African investments/businesses, but it is interesting to note that amongst this group, and amongst other palm sector enterprises in Africa, there is a growing trend towards seeking funding support from local sources. Funding sources include the African Development Bank, African stock markets including Lagos and Douala, and African based venture capital & private equity firms such as the Phatisa Group. The traditional reliance on European bourses remains for the ‘legacy’ enterprises: both Bollore Group and SIFCA [via a French subsidiary] have listings on the Paris Stock Market, while SIPEF is listed on the Brussels Stock Exchange, and SocFin Group [in which Bollore Group is a major shareholder] is listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange. Feronia Inc is listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange, notwithstanding having a British led management team and ownership of former Anglo/Dutch assets. As African economies grow, the regional authorities will be hoping that companies operating across all aspects of the oil palm sector, from production to processing and consumer product distribution, will have increasingly frequent recourse to regional capital markets and funds providers; the palm & wider commodities sectors provide the African regional capital markets with a substantive base upon which to build their own capacity and reputations – following the model established in Kuala Lumpur and Jakarta.



Legacy of Empire



Capital & know how



Regional capital markets International listings



A potentially important cornerstone for regional capital markets growth



Roundtable On Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) The African projects sponsored by the big East Asian oil palm businesses and trading houses, including Wilmar, Sime Darby and Olam, all confirm a commitment to achieving RSPO accreditation for their African oil palm plantations. The RSPO was formed in 2004 to promote the use of sustainable palm oil produced according to globally accepted sustainability standards set by a roundtable of industry stakeholders. Important and influential standards include: •



Use of appropriate best practices by growers covering soil fertility, erosion prevention, water management, pest control and occupational welfare & training;



•



Responsible management of the environment & conservation of biodiversity, management of waste, reduction of pollution, energy use, carbon footprint.



Golden VerOleum/Liberia Golden VerOleum is one of a group of African palm oil producers & developers with a commitment to RSPO certification, confirming to us that it is an important goal for the group. Management has defined RSPO accreditation as one of its ‘sustainability and stability pillars’. Golden VerOleum, as a green field operation, is able to comply with RSPO standards from the very start of all development. The company’s operating management is experienced with RSPO by virtue of its involvement with accreditation in Asia. Golden VerOleum is also a founding member of the Liberian RSPO national interpretation committee. In common with other producers, the management of Golden VerOleum has noted that while producers like itself are fully committed to the principles and objectives of sustainability initiatives such as RSPO, consumers show less enthusiasm for supporting these principles and there is concern that accreditation will not support a premium for compliant CPO.
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East Asian sponsored ventures confirm commitment



Important & influential standards for cultivation



A strategic pillar Green field projects to be developed according to RSPO standards



Consumer commitment questioned
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A Growth Story For Africa Feronia PHC / Democratic Republic of the Congo Bill Dry, CEO of Feronia PHC gained valuable experience of developing palm plantations in compliance with the international environmental standard ISO 14000 (before RSPO was established) from his time in Papua New Guinea (PNG). Feronia is seeking to follow best practice for sustainable palm oil and this is currently established by RSPO, so under Bill’s leadership the company is assembling its environment plan for a structured approach to achieving RSPO accreditation. Equatorial Palm Oil / Liberia (EPOL) The Company has been admitted as a member of the Roundtable on Sustainable Development. EPOL has stated that it intends to conduct its agro-forestry in a sustainable manner, with the aim of ensuring that the benefits of producing palm oil do not come at the cost of destruction of the environment, the misuse of water and other natural resources, or a loss of biodiversity. EPOL has also stated its commitment to the economic and human development of Liberia. At peak production, the Group expects to be a relatively large employer within Liberia. The Group plans to conduct its business activities in accordance with international best-practice and has stated that it endeavours to ensure that the benefits of its investments will be felt by the local communities in the areas under its management. New Projects European & US funded new projects that we have spoken to confirm an inbuilt commitment to sustainability and recognize RSPO as the most appropriate standard to follow. The general view is that over the next decade there will be a widening of concern about environmental sustainability, including amongst Asian & African consumers, coupled with growing governmental pressure, and in this context palm oil producers need to become compliant.
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Conforming to international environmental standards



A commitment to social development



Being ready for developing global consumer concern



The Cost of African Risk This review details the significant investments in the West African palm sector by established operators with colonial era histories, and by newcomers to the sector from East Asia. Funded by established businesses and with shareholder consent to develop in new territories, these investors in the sector are not constrained by the cost of raising capital for their African ventures. For much of Sub-Saharan Africa commercial debt provision does not exist; there is some government sponsored assistance in various countries but for the most part debt finance is available only from development agencies & banks – AfDB for example, from NGOs – like World Bank & IFC, and from foreign government schemes such as the Abu Dhabi Development Fund, USAID, OPIC and potentially also from China. African economies with greater maturity, such as Ghana, South Africa, Kenya and others, do have a commercial lending sector, but borrowing rates are in the mid teens. Accordingly equity investment is the dominant model in the West African palm sector – and investors in private equity schemes are looking for high returns to compensate for African risk – typically demanding IRRs in the region of 30%. Not surprisingly therefore, development of the sector is being led by large well capitalised companies, or development is being supported by such companies.Two projects in Liberia demonstrate this well; Golden VerOleum is supported technically & financially by Golden Agri-Resources, and EPOL has partnered with Biopalm – an investment vehicle for Siva Group of India. We have noted the presence also of large project developers in West Africa, with experience in other sectors such as energy and construction, with proposals to develop large scale palm projects, some for biofuels, but partner finance is still a challenge to secure. Smaller, more entrepreneurial projects look to secure anchor shareholders and supplement this with development bank & aid agency support. Our conclusion is that investors will fund projects fully aware of country risk, but they want this offset by low risk to execution; plantation partners with strong track records are an important asset for attracting investment funding for development projects.
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Discretionary capital



An absence of commercial lending



High cost of funding



Large well capitalised companies lead the way



Plantation experience attracts partner finance
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Bollore Group



Bollore Group/SocFin Group



Share Price: €169.65



Bollore Group, established in 1822 and listed on the Paris Stock Exchange, claims to be one of largest 500 companies in the World. Turnover is in the region of Euro 6bn, employees exceed 33,000 worldwide. The company is focused on freight forwarding & logistics plus trade in electrical products. It has a focus on Africa and a majority stake in SocFin Group, a diversified plantations company operating across Indonesia and Equatorial Africa. The SocFin Group [listed Luxembourg Stock Exchange] farms over 90,000ha of oil palm of which some 55,000 are in Cote d’Ivorie, Nigeria & Cameroon [SocaPalm is listed on Douala Stock Exchange].
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Sourc e: Fides s a



12m High: €178 12m Low: €130.3 Market Cap: €4,192m Shares in Issue: 24.7m Financial Year End: 31 December Revenues: €7.0bn (2010 actual) NAV/Share: 8 cents Gearing: N/A



SocFin is truly a remnant of the age of empire; Adrien Hallet, at the behest of King Leopold II of Belgium set up the first trading office, “Belgika”, in 1890 for the commercial exploitation of resources in the Belgian Congo. Once in the Congo, Hallet focused on palm and rubber, which he ultimately began to export back to Europe. In 1909 the “Société Financière des Caoutchoucs” (Socfin) was founded by M. Bunge [also the founder of many of the East Asian palm companies including SIPEF (mentioned herein)]. In 1919 Hallet and associates acquired SocFin after which Bunge retired from SocFin and established the Société Internationale de Plantation et de Finance (SIPEF). At his death in 1925, Hallet had amassed 73,000 ha of rubber trees, 29,000 ha of palm oil, 21,000 ha of coffee, throughout Southeast Asia, Indochina and Africa. Then, in 1991, the Bolloré group acquired a stake in SocFin. The SOCFIN group is a founding member of RSPO.



Net Cash: $14.7m EPIC Code: BOL Market: Paris Stock Exchange Website: www.bollore.com



Independently of its stake In SocFin Group, Bollore owns some 8,500 ha across West Africa, cultivated in rubber & palm. With its strong background in logistics and transportation it is understandable that the company’s interest in oil palm cultivation has been linked to plans for biofuels.



SocFin Group Status: Investment Holding Company Domicile: Belgium Profile: Financial Year End: 31 December Revenue: €508.8m (of which €237.9m is from Palm products) (FY10 actual) Gearing: N/A Net Debt: N/A Market: Africa and Indonesia Bankers: N/A Website: www.socfin.com
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Share Price: 14.6p 35



Equatorial Palm Oil (EPOL)
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12m High: 34.5p 12m Low: 11.5p Market Cap: £18.25m Shares in Issue: 124.81m Financial Year End: Revenues: Nil NAV/Share: 18 cents Gearing: Nil Net Cash: $6.8m EPIC Code: PAL.L Sector: Agriculture, Food
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Q2-2011



Q3-2011



In February 2010 EPOIL listed on the London Alternative Investment Market (AIM), raising £6.5m on the issue of 31.1m shares at 17.5p each. The company’s objective is to become a sustainable, low-cost African producer of Crude Palm Oil (CPO) through the reactivation and development of its existing plantations and land bank in Liberia, formerly a part of the state-owned Liberian Incorporated – a palm oil concession. After 10 years of civil war and social breakdown the palm cultivations were in a poor state and their redevelopment represents an important strand in the Government’s strategy to rebuild the economy. The management team has a strong background in plantation development & management. Two of the team have backgrounds with New Britain Palm Oil, and separately with Harrisons & Crosfield and SIPEF. There is also African experience including the former owner & operator of EPOL’s Palm Bay plantation (a non-executive director) and the Group Manager who has 30 years of experience in oil palm, including in West Africa. In September of 2010 Biopalm Energy, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Siva Ventures [an Indian company], and 29% shareholder in EPOL, agreed to form a 50:50 joint venture company with EPOL to own the entire 169,000 hectare land position. As part of this agreement Biopalm Energy invested US$22.5m of cash into the project and undertook to make a US$30m loan facility available to the entity to fund the development of the Liberian land bank. EPOL undertook to invest US$7.5m in the new JV company. EPOL chairman Michael Frayne observed that the agreement will “significantly mitigate the financial risk” of the Liberian palm oil project.



Market: London AIM Bankers: N/A Website: www.epoil.co.uk



Liberia & Sierra Leone are states that were both created by and for the citizens of other countries, the USA and UK respectively, in order to enable people of African origin or descent to return to the Continent. Not so much echoes of empire, these countries were created to partially reverse a particular practice associated with the age of empire. There was therefore not the same European led plantation culture in Liberia that existed in Cameroon, Congo or Cote d’Ivoire. After a long period of civil war, Liberia has entered a period of stability under a new well-regarded Government that is enthusiastically supported by Washington. The country has received a boost to its image from investments from big name Asian businesses such as Arcelor Mittal (US$1.5bn iron ore mine development), China Union (reported to have signed a 25 year agreement with the Government for a US$ 2.6bn mineral development), Sime Darby, the Malaysian oil palm giant has agreed to an investment programme totalling a reported US$3.1bn. In this context EPOL’s decision to seek to establish a large oil palm plantation enterprise in the country is a further expression of confidence in the ongoing success of Ellen Johnson Sirleaf’s administration and national reconstruction policies. The redevelopment of the oil palm sector is an important plank in the administration’s economic recovery plan: it has struck agreements with Golden Agri’s Golden VerOleum project, to develop up to 200,000 ha of oil palm including an investment in mills, processing & value added product manufacture, and agreement has been reached also with Sime Darby which has proposed a $3.1bn investment in the country, including the development of 220,000 ha for oil palm.
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A Growth Story For Africa With a land bank of some 169,000 ha, EPOIL’s stated target is to achieve over 50,000 ha of new plantings to produce some 250,000 MT CPO/pa. In the light of oil palm performances in Africa over many years, this looks to be an ambitious target; experienced African planters would typically look for production in the range of 160,000 MT – 190,000 MT on 50,000 ha. EPOIL believes that its new planting material [a Tenera x Dura cultivar] is capable of providing yields of 20-23 MT/ha FFB; Feronia also believes that its Yaligimba Research Station’s fusarium wilt resistant seeds are capable of producing palms yielding 24 MT/ha FFB with oil yield potential of 5-5.5 MT/ha. These expectations fly in the face of the limited data we have been able to amass which suggests that today even professionally managed estates are struggling to achieve more than 12.0 MT/ha FFB with extraction rates circa 19% - 20%; EPOL is targeting 23%.The company is planning to extend plantings to at least 80,000ha. The first challenge will be to plant up 50,000 ha. This will combine new planting with rehabilitation of existing plantations; 3,500 ha have been rehabilitated to date and replanting is underway on a further 6,700 ha which should be completed within 2012. Completion of planting/rehabilitation for the first 50,000 ha is targeted for 2020.
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Targeting 250,000 mt CPO pa



Feronia bred planting material



80,000 ha of planted area



The EPOL land is close to deep water ports and is serviced by an established infrastructure appropriate for the development & exploitation of an oil palm plantation; the company also reports having access to an available labour force. Some 560 field workers are already employed by the company. EPOL commissioned Liberia’s first commercial palm oil processing mill in May 2011.



Established transportation system



EPOIL is a play on Liberian political & social reformation as much as it is a play on the abundant assets to produce palm oil in the country. The investment is also supported by the rising demand for palm oil from a growing African consumer base and the needs of African countries for alternatives to petroleum based energy. The management team has abundant experience of the sector and of operating in Africa; what is not certain are the economics of African palm, either the productivity of modern and professionally managed African plantations or the cost profile of the oil produced. EPOIL, supported by an ambitious Asian investor, will provide investors with an excellent model for evaluation and possible participation.



A play on political stability and social regeneration
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Productivity of large scale African palm yet to be understood
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Feronia
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12m High: C$ 0.84 12m Low: C$ 0.31 Market Cap: C$ 72.5m



Investors looking for opportunity in the African Oil Palm sector must necessarily make their investment decisions after balancing the two primary risks to achieving targeted returns: country risk and execution risk. Country risk is relatively high in many of the prime palm growing countries which all too often share a history of conflict, weak social and political institutions, and inefficient economies. Feronia operates in the Democratic Republic of Congo; while we can be hopeful for the future, the country’s history of conflict means that investors must be realistic about country risk, but execution risk for this project is by our estimation on the low side. The company includes both senior and middle management with deep palm experience both internationally and, crucially, also in the Congo. Plantations Huileries du Congo (PHC) has a deep inherited culture of palm cultivation – a 100 year legacy. It operates in one of the most favourable growing regions in Africa and the management is focused on leading industry standards.



Shares in Issue: 144.9m Financial Year End: 31 December Revenues: $3.0m (9 months to 31 Sept 2010) NAV/Share: 8 cents Gearing: Nil Net Cash: $14.7m EPIC Code: FRN Market: Toronto Venture Exchange Website: www.feronia.com



Origins of Oil Palm Activities Feronia Inc. was founded in March 2008 to practise large-scale sustainable agriculture in Africa. The name Feronia is attributed to a Roman goddess associated with fertility & abundance. In September 2009 Feronia Inc acquired PHC from Unilever Plc, and in September 2010 it listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange in order to source funding for the rehabilitation of the PHC assets. PHC, with perhaps as many as 100,000 ha of plantable land, commenced operations in 1911 as an upstream producer for the Sunlight Soap business of the former British firm, Lever Bros. Operational Management The Feronia management team has deep experience in plantations management and in managing large African projects. The Chief Executive, Bill Dry, was Managing Director of Pacific Rim Plantations Pty. In Papua New Guinea, Bill was responsible for 6,000 employees and 6,000 small-holder farmers operating on a total of 40,000 ha producing 650,000 tonnes of FFB per annum. He has been an active participant in several of the industry’s governing bodies including the RSPO, Prince’s Trust and World Bank. He has also worked on various agri-businesses in Cote d’Ivoire, Liberia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Tanzania and Uganda. The senior management team also includes Unilever-trained Raymond Batanga, who was previously operations director at PHC and responsible for 25,000 ha of primarily oil palm but also rubber and cocoa. Oil Palm Operations The estates are located in the Equateur and Orientale provinces of DRC and comprise three established plantations together with associated infrastructure. Annual rainfall on the three estates ranges between 1300mm – 2400mm on Boteka estate, 1700mm – 2500mm on Lokutu estate and circa 2,000mm pa on Yaligimba estate. The average on the 3 estates over 10 years has been between 1,834mm and 2,200mm, and even during the December through February dry season there is sufficient rainfall, with monthly averages at around 50mm to support fruit production, albeit at lower rates. Feronia PHC currently employs over 4,000 people making it one of the largest private sector employers in Central Africa.
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The plantations are located either adjacent to the Congo River or in close proximity to it. The CPO and palm kernel oil [PKO] are transported out of the estates by barge to the capital city of Kinshasa where they are sold into the local markets or onwards to the international market for the products. The local DRC market currently consists of two refining factories located in Kinshasa which purchase 100% of PHC's production. The refined products which are produced by these factories are sold into the local market in a variety of forms.



Strong river borne logistics system



Feronia PHC is one of the largest plantations in Africa – the estate/concession area runs to 107,000 ha, of which some 49,000 ha were once planted. There are also several other abandoned plantations in the vicinity, including some other former Unilever properties, all of which have the potential to be planted in the future. However management states that it will not even be able to contemplate planting outside its existing areas for at least 5 years as it has a decade of replanting to undertake on its existing DRC properties.



One of largest plantations in Africa



The current planted area includes 12,753 ha of mature palms and 3,233 ha of palms aged under 3 years to give a total planted area currently of 15,986 ha. The plantable area, assessed by survey has been put at 65,019 ha. Feronia plans to plant at least an additional 45,000 ha on the existing properties to take the total planted area to a whisker under 61,000ha. In the current year the plan is to plant another 2,000 ha but to step the annual planting rate up to 5,000 ha from 2012 onwards. Management believes that at the end of the first decade of planting the 3 estates will have approximately 70,000 ha of producing palms. Management is aiming for Feronia PHC to be a world leader in terms of environmental management, and to lead the African sector in productivity. With good year-round distribution of rainfall the plantations should be capable of year-round productivity. Fertiliser use has not been widespread in the African palm sector and Feronia is applying the first fertilizer on the PHC estates this year. The company reports that in some cases the trees have been planted in the same place for up to 100 years and are on their 3rd planting without ever receiving an application of fertilizer. For some areas of the estates, management anticipates as much as a 66% increase in fruit yield. Yield performance will also be influenced by the new team’s replanting programme. As low yielding old palms are replaced, there is a 3-4 year shortfall in production, but these are long term projects and, over the next 10+ years, as reinvestment in the assets literally begins to ‘bear fruit’, management anticipates that yield performances will sharply improve. Per hectare FFB yields came in at only 2.2 MT/ha in 2009, and 3.5 MT/ha in 2010, but for the current year 6.0 MT/ha and 10.0 MT/ha in 2012 are anticipated on the back of a crop nutrition programme. When the estates have been replanted, rehabilitated and are at peak performance, management expects to achieve close to 20 MT/ha. One of the contributing factors for lower yields in the African palm sector as compared with East Asia, can be found in less disciplined harvesting practices – this has a consequence for oil extraction rate [OER] as well. Feronia reports that the work force is well trained and can match East Asian performance levels, but the cost of labour is significantly cheaper – we would guess perhaps as much as 75% cheaper.



Local market demand



A decade of replanting in prospect



65,000ha plantable area



70,000 area planned Strong environmental ethic Sensible agronomy to drive productivity increase



Modest FFB yields in early years



A well trained work force – vital for harvesting efficiency and OER achievement



In 2011 Feronia will have two 15 MT/hour mills running at full capacity and expects to achieve an OER of 19% [this compares with 23% across East Asia]. Additionally construction has started on a 60 t/h mill (in two phases, 30+30) which will be the largest in Africa once complete. This will initially double the company’s processing capacity and then triple it to cover its processing needs until circa 2022. RSPO – Bill Dry, CEO of Feronia PHC, gained valuable experience of developing palm plantations in compliance with the international environmental standard ISO 14000 (before RSPO was established) from his time in Papua New Guinea. Feronia is seeking to follow best practice for sustainable palm oil and this is currently established by RSPO so under Bill’s leadership the company is assembling its environment plan for a structured approach to achieve RSPO accreditation.
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Seeking RSPO accreditation
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A Growth Story For Africa Research & Development As might be expected with a legacy business, PHC has a tradition of palm related research & development; the PHC Yaligimba Research Station is claimed to have pioneered oil palm research 50 years ago and has led industry efforts to develop fusarium wilt resistant seeds. Feronia advises that these plants can yield 24 MT/ha FFB with oil yield potential of 5-5.5 MT/ha. The company advises that it is investing heavily in the research programme to make use of the 50 years of recorded data and sees this as another plank in the strategy to drive up per ha yields.
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50 years of R&D library



Yaligimba Research Station develops and sells planting material suitable for cultivation in sub-Saharan Africa. Over 50,000 individual palms are under detailed field recording at any one time, making the Yaligimba Research Station programme one of the most extensive in Africa. The programme includes the selected plant material from Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroon and from other Democratic Republic of Congo origins.



Supplies planting material to much of African sector



Other Activities Feronia has expanded its DRC-based operations from oil palm plantations with the creation of Feronia Arable and Feronia Agriminerals.



Other agri-activities



Feronia Arable has acquired 10,000 ha of high-quality arable land in the far western province of Bas Congo where conditions are nearly identical to the Mato Grosso region of Brazil. Feronia arable has initiated operations and is planning on planting 2,000 ha with rice in 2011 with an aggressive growth plan going forward. Feronia Agriminerals is in the process of developing a business around the exploitation of certain deposits for its own use and ultimately for sale to third parties including other local consumers and ultimately also for export. The Bas Congo region of the DRC is known to host rich deposits of phosphate and lime. The company has large lime deposits on the Lovo farm, but it does not yet have the right to mine these deposits. This requires very specific licensing which we are advised involves a lengthy process of application and review. Feronia is applying for concessions for recovery of phosphate & lime but these have not been granted yet. There is a strong cost incentive to develop proprietary access to these important minerals: today the company pays around $100/t for lime, yet it estimates that when it is able to recover the mineral from controlled concessions, this cost will reduce to around $20/t Management anticipates that over the period to 2040 several millions of hectares will be developed for agriculture in the Democratic Republic of Congo and more still throughout the West African region; this presents an opportunity to position the company as a long term supplier of minerals and services to both its own agri-business operations and also to the agri-sector across the region. If and when concessions are granted, Feronia is planning to use contract mining services to supply its internal requirements for lime. The cash saved from external lime purchases will then be invested in a slow build out of the mineral business. Phosphate is another matter – developing this opportunity would be relatively capital intensive. Proving up economic deposits alone can cost tens of millions of $s, with much more required to build a mine and processing plant. Feronia’s proposal is to divest a portion of the agrichemicals division to a mining focused management team or group once it is in possession of valuable mineral concessions. Thereafter funding requirements can be sourced from outside Feronia.
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Rice



An interest in agriminerals



A changing face for DRC?



Contracting out



Funding from outside Feronia
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Status: Private



Golden VerOleum (Liberia) Inc.



Domicile: Liberia



Golden VerOleum (Liberia) Inc. [GVL] is developing an oil palm concession amounting to 220,000 plantable hectares in SouthEastern Liberia with technical and financial support from Golden Agri-Resources [E5H Singapore]. GVL received its Environmental Permit on May 2, 2011 for full operations. This is a massive and ambitious project. The gross area of the concession extends to 350,000ha and the business plan envisages the 220,000 ha area being fully planted by end 2023 as it is built out in blocs of 15,000 ha, 1 or 2 at a time, all with associated milling facilities. Additionally the project encompasses the development of some 40,000 ha of small holder cultivations. With the production facilities no more than 1-2 hours transit from two Atlantic coast ports and with transit to Europe & North America only a fifth of the transit from East Asia, this project has the potential to address as much as 16% of current European consumption. The success of the project depends on the continuing development of a stable society in Liberia – in which process the project will play an important role. Execution risk is conversely lower than country risk, with backing for the project from one of Asia’s leading plantation companies and management by a team which has deep oil palm experience along with relevant experience of operating in Africa and of developing very large scale agri-projects.



NAV/Share: N/A Gearing: N/A Interest Cover: N/A Sector:



Palm Oil



Shareholders: Verdant Fund LP



Launch and Scope of GVL Operations In August 2010 the Government of Liberia granted GVL a 65 year concession, with an option to extend to 99 years. The concession was ratified by the Liberian legislature in September 2010 and 3 months later, in December, GVL began development of its first seedling nursery. The concession grants GVL a plantable area of 220,000 hectares, and additionally GVL will be managing the creation of 40,000 hectares of small holder plantings which will also feed GVLs mills and downstream operations. Plantation land selection is taking place based on invitation by communities and the opportunity to rehabilitate areas affected by past illegal logging and poverty-driven slash & burn subsistence farming. GVL has the potential to lease additional private land beyond the current concession. The planting program provides for a 15-year production growth path. Production output is scheduled to begin in 4 years, as the first plantings begin to fruit. Initial development costs are expected to be higher than South-East Asian standards, but these are expected to reduce rapidly due to the scale of the Liberian project. Also included in the investment planning are milling facilities and export, as well as warehousing and processing facilities at two existing ports on Liberia’s Atlantic coast. Working with the Liberian Government to support the country’s Poverty Reduction Programme, and building long term stability & community relations, the GVL development program includes major social & environmental elements, including modern employee housing, health care facilities, schools, skills training & enhancement of local food production.
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A Growth Story For Africa West African Geographic Advantage Liberia provides a major advantage for GVL over South East Asian producers in respect to the European & North American markets. Transits to Europe, and to the Southern and East Coasts of North America will be only a fifth of the transit from South East Asia. This will provide a cost advantage and quality benefits as well. Moreover Liberia can more efficiently access the large markets in West and Central Africa, currently being supplied from East Asia.
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More economic transit to European & US markets



Equatorial palm belt



Source: Company



Supported by East Asian Plantation Experience & Finance GVL is owned by the Verdant Fund LP in which Singapore listed Golden Agri-Resources Ltd (GAR) is the lead investor. GAR has a market capitalisation of more than $6bn. Additionally GAR provides technical expertise and assistance to GVL. GAR is the world's second largest palm oil plantation company (after Sime Darby). In Indonesia its total planted area includes 443,500 hectares (including smallholders). GAR has achieved industry-best sustained yields and low costs through a decades-long continuous improvement program focusing on: •



agronomic practices;



•



effective procurement;



•



operating management methods;



•



applied research into yields & fertilizing;



•



training of supported smallholders to achieve similar yields to the nucleus plantations.



GAR has extensive refining capacity as well as a developed presence in downstream markets and commodity trading expertise. GVL has access to GAR’s experience and expertise, as well as support in cost-crucial functions such as purchasing and infrastructure, while being run by an independent Africa-focused management team experienced in pioneering conditions. Management Has Palm Sector, Africa & Development Experience The GVL management team is headed by operating executive directors Matt Karinen and David Rothschild, both of whom are alumni of McKinsey & Co. GVL is building a cadre of Liberian middle & junior management for advancement within the company, to ensure close working relationships and a cost effective structure. •



Matt has worked extensively in the Indonesian agribusiness sector, including leading GAR’s yield and operating improvement team from 1997. In recent years he has worked in West Africa;
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GAR is leading investor in Verdant Fund



Deep East Asian experience



Down stream value capture



Liberian management resource
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•



David has extensive operating and investment experience in Southern & West Africa, with focus over the past few years on the resources sector;



•



GVL’s VP of Operations is Vigy Ponnudurai, who is a highly experienced senior planter with 37 years in the industry in Papua New Guinea, Indonesia and Malaysia with Cargill and Sime Darby;



Seasoned planter



•



The Senior Development Controller Jeff Benzin, has worked in the palm sector for 20 years, including with BAL Plantations, Golden Hope and Wilmar in Kalimantan. Jeff is a specialist in new pioneer development and working with communities. VP of Finance Lim Poe Aun is widely experienced from Angola, Brazil, India and Malaysia.



Senior team out of East Asia



•



Concession Areas GVLs concession area is defined as 350,000 hectares of exclusive gross area, out of which 220,000 hectares will be developed by the company. The balance will be used for conservation, food production, community activities and smallholders. For agronomical and social reasons, GVL is focusing on South Eastern Liberia, including the counties of Sinoe, Grand Kru, Maryland, River Cess and River Gee. In agronomic terms, these counties represent favourable conditions for oil palm. For instance, this area offers the best rainfall patterns in West Africa with typical 2,400 mm annual precipitation and no completely dry months.



220,000 ha for development



Favourable growing conditions for palm



Source: Company



In addition to company plantings, 40,000 hectares minimum are allocated for Liberian smallholders, whose product output will add to GVL downstream volumes. Funding to promote professional palm cultivation amongst small holder communities will be established in conjunction with the Government.



Small holder undertakings



Output Growth Oil palm seedlings spend 12 months in the nursery before planting out and then 30-36 months later they begin to produce the first harvestable fruits. GVL’s production output will begin in 2015 as first plantings (2011 nursery, 2012 field) come into production. Peak production levels are achieved at 7 years of planting age and trees have productive life up to age 25-30. GVL’s planting program provides for a 15 year growth program within the current land bank.



Production begins 2015
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A steep investment requirement from 2013



Source: Company



Location Cost Profile Relative to East Asian development cost levels, setup & short term costs to develop modern oil palm production facilities in Liberia are higher than establishing new extension plantations in Indonesia, for reasons of supply/logistics, lower scale, inadequate infrastructure and higher training requirement. On the other hand, the management of contiguous significant areas with directly adjoining and also contiguous smallholder areas is a major cost and investment optimization factor compared to East Asia. GVL’s medium to longer-term cost profile will be driven by: •



Master-planning of large areas & scaled operations from inception;



•



Geographically concentrated operations;



•



Proximity of plantations to ports;



•



Increasing social stability in Liberia.



Logistics Positioning for Export Product costs from the “tree to consumer” will be lower for West African plantations than from East Asian producers supplying to African, European and North American buyers. GVL’s plantations and milling facilities are within a maximum 1-2 hour road transit from the Atlantic coast ports of Greenville and Harper. The first operating centre and mill in Sinoe County will be within 30 minutes’ drive to the port of Greenville. Greenville is directly positioned on the Atlantic Coast, navigable by palm oil tankers with direct transit to Rotterdam and other ocean ports. Logistics conditions in Liberia today are difficult, and current import-export transit is centred on Monrovia, however GVL will not ship through Monrovia in its operating phase.



Huge scaled land areas



Social stability



West African cost advantage



Logistics need to be strengthened



Community Partnership & Environmental Sustainability Community relations are an essential element of the oil palm business, for stability of operations, political and social risk reduction, labor availability and overall costs control. GVL’s land selection is conducted together with local communities. It begins with a series of community meetings before progressing to discussions, surveys and engagement with both the traditional (informal) and the formal governance and social structures. Additionally all land selection is made in accordance with the RSPO FPIC approach. GVL has a backlog of invitations and land offers from local communities and individuals who wish to co-operate with GVL. GVL believes this is a significant factor in promoting efficient development and stability.
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Community relationships being fostered



RSPO compatible
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A Growth Story For Africa GVL is committed to following RSPO principles. Compliance to the principles is cost effective, as GVL will be developing land areas that have been degraded through illegal logging, slash & burn agriculture or are not otherwise forested or used by communities. Providing for riparian reserves, flora and fauna corridors and for other protective factors can be, and is being, master-planned from the start of the project. All of the company’s senior operating management has previous experience of RSPO. GVL is a founding senior member of the Liberian National Initiative for Sustainable Oil Palm and is taking an active part in formulating the Liberian RSPO Implementation Interpretation. GVL has already received an Environmental Permit from the Liberian EPA for an area subject to a development programme of several years.
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RSPO commitment



Developing standards for Liberia



Liberian President meets GVL team



Modularized Development GVL’s development model is based on a 12,000 - 15,000 hectare mill centric module. The development programme is focused on completing 1-2 such 15,000 ha geographically concentrated modules at a time, rather than developing widely scattered areas. This provides for efficient product ramp up to serve a high capacity, economically scaled mill. Small and medium sized high-unit-cost mills are not required, and the larger mills ramp up to full production quickly after commissioning. Replicating the standardized mill-centric module approximately 15 times within the 220,000 hectares concession area provides for scale cost and learning curve benefits. As the mills produce surplus electricity free of charge, this will be used to power company facilities and employee housing communities, rather than relying on diesel generators or using CPO.
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15,000 ha development modules



Community benefits
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A Growth Story For Africa Operating Stage GVL received its Environmental Permit on May 2, 2011 for full operations. Currently, GVL is receiving seeds for nursery planting monthly and at the end of July had 400,000 seedlings in the nursery for field planting in 2012. All seeds are certified African Fusarium Wilt tolerant high yield seeds, supplied by a highly recognized global seed research & producer entity. Land development for planting has begun in the Butaw area in Sinoe. At end of July, 2011, GVL employed 378 staff in Liberia.
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400,000 seedlings for planting 2012



Source: Company
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SIAT



SIAT



Status: Private Company



SIAT (Société d’Investissement pour l’Agriculture Tropicale), headquartered in Brussels, is an agro-industrial group of companies specialized in the establishment and management of industrial as well as smallholders' plantations and allied processing and downstream industries. SIAT has oil palm activities in Nigeria, Ghana and Gabon, and in Côte d'Ivoire it cultivates rubber. The African Development Bank and IFC are amongst SIAT’s funding partners. SIAT has four principal activities:



Domicile: Belgium Profile: Holding company with diversified agribusiness interests in West Africa.



Financial Year End: 31 December Revenues: N/A Gearing: N/A Net Debt: N/A



Market: Subsidiary, Presco, listed Lagos Bankers: KBC Group BMI/SBI (Belgium) DEG (Germany) The African Development Bank The International Finance Corporation (IFC) Website: www.siat.be



Presco Share Price: N 8.00



1. 2. 3. 4.



To invest in agro-industrial companies; To manage businesses in which it has invested; To provide engineering services to managed businesses; To provide logistical support to its subsidiaries.



Nigeria - SIAT holds 60% of the share capital of Presco Plc, a company listed on the Lagos Stock Exchange. Presco is a fully integrated oil palm venture of 12,500 ha of industrial oil palm plantation, an oil mill, a palm kernel crushing plant and a refinery/fractionation plant. SIAT became a stake holder in Presco in 1991, at which time there were 2,700 hectares planted at the Obaretin Estate. Under SIAT’s management, a new expansion programme commenced from 1993. Presco plans to continue expanding in the sector. Today Presco includes the Obaretin Estate, a concession of 7,000 hectares, the Ologbo Estate, a concession of 6,000 hectares, both located in Edo State, and the Cowan Estate, a concession of 3,000 hectares in Delta State. In total the enterprise consists of:



12m High: N 8.21



•



Oil palm plantations of 12,500 hectares; o 9,812 are mature;



Shares in Issue: 1,000 m



•



A palm oil mill with a capacity of 48 tonnes fresh fruit bunches per hour;



Financial Year End: 31 December



•



A refinery/fractionation plant with a capacity of 100 tonnes/day;



•



A palm kernel crushing plant with a capacity of 45 MT per day.



12m Low: N 5.25 Market Cap: N 8.0bn



Revenues: N 5.39 bn (2010) NAV/Share: N3.52 Gearing: NA Net Cash: N 161.5m



EPIC Code: PRESCO Market: Lagos Stock Exchange Website: www.presco-plc.com



Presco aspires to retain a leadership position in the Nigerian oil palm agro-industrial sector. Through its fully integrated production chain (from seedling to finished product) the company is able to produce speciality oils and fats to the customer’s specification and is able to guarantee reliability of supply of its products the whole year round. The company funds ongoing research and development for new products for the food industry. By increasing planted areas and improving yields using modern planting material, the company expects to grow its internal supply of palm oil. Accordingly it is to expand its processing facilities; an investment programme has been put in place for the period 2010 – 2020 for the development of 6,000 ha of industrial oil palm plantation at Ologbo for a total estimated investment of US$29 million.
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A Growth Story For Africa The Company assists out grower plantations with the financial assistance of the Edo and Delta State Governments of Nigeria. In all, Presco employs more than 1,800 people: 339 are permanent staff and 1,500 are contract workers. The company was listed on the Nigerian Stock Exchange in October 2002. The $8m initial offering was fully subscribed. Nigerian institutional and private investors hold 40% of the shares; the balance is held by SIAT Group.
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Listed 2002



Ghana – SIAT holds 61% of the Ghana Oil Palm Development Company Ltd (GOPDC). •



At the end of December 2009, GOPDC comprised 19,918 ha of oil palm plantations; o it cultivates 8,000 ha of industrial oil palm plantation; o it supports (financially and technically) 7,000 farmers, who cultivate a total of 13,000 ha of oil palm;



8,000 ha



•



GOPDC runs a state of the art refinery/fractionation plant with a capacity of 100 tonnes/day plus; o a palm oil mill with a capacity of 60 tonnes FFB/hour, a palm kernel crushing plant of 60 tonnes/day, a total storage capacity of 16,000 tonnes finished products, a refinery/fractionation plant with a capacity of 100 tonnes/day;



Refinery facilities



•



GOPDC estimates that it provides indirectly an income for some 50,000 people.



Supporting 50,000 people



Gabon - SIAT holds 95% of SIAT Gabon. SIAT Gabon runs 10,000 ha of mature rubber plantations, 7,500 ha of mature oil palm plantations, a refinery / fractionation / soap / packaging plant of 20,000 MT of finished products/annum and a cattle ranch of 100,000 ha with a herd of 6,000 cows. •



•



The oil palm activity comprises 7,500 ha of mature oil palm plantation, 1,500 ha of immature palm, a palm oil/palm kernel mill with a capacity of 30 MT FFB/hour; o a soap factory of 15,000 MT/annum; o a refinery/fractionation plant of 20,000 MT of oil per annum; o production is primarily intended for the domestic market; The rubber activity is located in the north of Gabon, comprising Bitam Estate (2,500 ha mature rubber plantation), the Mitzic Estate (5,500 ha of mature rubber plantation) and the Kango Estate of 2,000 ha rubber plantation; o It also includes 2,500 ha of mature out grower plantations. At Mitzic the company operates a crump rubber factory with a daily capacity of 100 tonnes. The entire rubber production of 20,000 tonnes per annum is exported.



Mixed agri-unit



7,500 ha



Domestic market demand



The development plan 2010 – 2020 provides for: •



the planting/replanting of 10,000 ha of rubber plantation;



•



the planting/replanting of 15,000 ha of oil palm plantation;



•



the restocking of the cattle ranch with Ndama cattle from 6,000 to 20,000 head;



•



the construction of the industrial infrastructure required for the above.



SIAT Gabon intends to list 40% of its equity on the Libreville and Douala Stock Exchanges in the near future.
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15,000 ha palms



Listing proposed
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Status: Private Company



SIFCA



Domicile: Belgium



The SIFCA Group is a West African enterprise which is at the very heart of the region’s economy. Established in 1964 this diversified agri-business is in many ways very typical of the African palm sector. It reflects both the region’s historic relationship with the former European colonial powers, in this case France, and the rising influence of Asia, in the form of commodities groups that have grown to considerable importance on the back of rising world demand for all commodities, and palm oil in particular. SIFCA’s business activities are rooted in the primary crops for which West Africa is renowned: rubber, palm oil, cottonseed oil and sugar, but the company has established joint ventures & partnerships with an array of big name partners from around the world in developing this natural resource asset base, including Olam & Wilmar in palm and Michelin in rubber. With sales in calendar year 2009 of some $675m, operating profit of circa $71m, and employing 21,000 staff, the SIFCA Group is an important and successful business. SIFCA has palm operations in Liberia and in Cote d’Ivoire, where it is partnered with Nauvu Investment – a joint venture between Olam & Wilmar.



Profile: Holding company with diversified agribusiness interests in West Africa



Financial Year End: 31 December Revenues: 295.3 bn CFA francs (2009 actual) NAV/Share: N/A Gearing: N/A Net Cash: N/A Market: NA Bankers: NA Website: www.groupesifca.com



The group is organized by business lines with operations in five countries through its subsidiaries: • Oil seeds plants, with PALMCI and SANIA, in Cote d’Ivoire; • Natural rubber, with SAPH in Cote d’Ivoire; GREL in Ghana; RENL in Nigeria; CRC in Liberia and SIPH in France [Michelin has 20% stake]; • Sugar cane, with SUCRIVOIRE in Cote d’Ivoire. In Cote d’Ivoire the company is present in the south where it manages Integrated Farm Units (IFO). These are plantations with integral processing factories, which SIFCA describes as being ‘a strong advantage’ in Côte d’Ivoire. In 2010, SANIA inaugurated its new refining factory, a key of competitiveness for the vegetable oil sector in Côte d’Ivoire. SIFCA has set itself the following core objectives in 2001: • to focus on three tropical agri-business sectors: o natural rubber; o oil palm; o sugar cane; • to expand into West Africa, beyond the home base in Cote d’Ivoire; • to assert its development values; o close contact with farmers & the rural community; o close links with private growers; • strong relationships with regional investors through regional stock exchanges; • to establish partnerships with global players such as MICHELIN, WILMAR and OLAM. Unquestionably a successful company, it is interesting to note SIFCA’s prescription for business success in the West African agrisector: • Professional and proven management; • Access to global markets; • Availability of key information and trackers required to drive the business; • Partnering with industry leaders in its sectors of operation. Hardman & Co. Leaders in Corporate Research Tel: +44(0)20 7929 3399
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SIPEF



SIPEF



Share Price: € 60.4



SA SIPEF NV (Société Internationale de Plantations et de Finance), is a Belgian agro-industrial company first incorporated in 1919 and listed on Euronext Brussels. The company mainly holds majority stakes in tropical businesses, which it manages and operates. Crops include traditional plantation crops such as rubber, palm oil and tea, but also bananas, pineapples, ornamental plants, guava and pepper.



SIP.BR SIPEF (D)



70 65 60 55 50 Q4-2010



Q1-2011



Q2-2011



Sourc e: Fides s a



12m High: € 74.3 12m Low: € 50.22 Market Cap: € 540.69m Shares in Issue: 8.95m



Q3-2011



The group is geographically diversified and produces various commodities, principally palm oil. It is also involved in processing and provides shipping facilities in Asia, Oceania, Africa and South America. Investments are largely ventures in developing countries. In the last decade SIPEF has been concentrating its agro-industrial activities exclusively on the production of palm oil, rubber, tea and bananas in Indonesia, Papua New Guinea and Ivory Coast. These products are marketed by the group worldwide. Currently the estates extend to some 62,377 planted hectares, of which 12,700 ha are in Cote d’Ivoire. •



Financial Year End: 31 December Revenues: $ 279.4m (2010 actual)



Currently SIPEF does not consider West or Central Africa to be priority regions for the development of its oil palm operations.



NAV/Share: $ 44.2 Gearing: 9.6% Net Debt: $ 34.0m EPIC Code: SIP Market: Brussels Stock Exchange Website: www.sipef.be
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Siva Group



Siva Group – Out of India



Status: Private



A Newcomer to The Oil Palm Sector



Domicile: Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India



Beginning as recently as 2010, the Siva Group has already committed $200m to a nascent oil palm activity that embraces investments across West Africa, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea and which collectively total more than 352,000 ha of land bank. Included in the mix are investments in two listed oil palm cultivators, Feronia Inc (8.6%) and Equatorial Palm Oil (26.7%). The company is hugely ambitious – it is targeting to have a planted area of 1 million ha by end of 2015.



NAV/Share: N/A Gearing: N/A Interest Cover: N/A Sector: Diversified Industrial & Investment Group with Significant Palm Oil Investments & Projects Shareholders: Private



Siva’s entry to the palm sector is being personally driven by the group’s chairman and is supported by a core team based in Chennai. Additionally, individual teams are established for each new project on the project site. Projects are selected and partnerships are concluded where the assets of the business support a sound investment rationale and where the management team developing the opportunity is totally committed to the project; it is easy to understand in this context why Siva took a stake in Feronia Inc. Global Oil Palm Investment Strategy: •



To become a major global producer of crude palm oil



•



To invest in oil palm plantations in Africa, South-East Asia & South America



•



To develop 1 million planted ha over the next 5 years



•



To adhere to strict sustainability standards & achieve RSPO accreditation



About Siva Group The Siva Group based in Chennai was started in 1986 by Mr. C. Sivasankaran. Today Siva Group is a US$ 3 billion (asset value) global conglomerate, with operations in Renewable Energy, Shipping, Commodities Trading, Agriculture, Real Estate, Telecom and Project Engineering. Siva Group has been managing olive plantations in Argentina for the last 10 years. Chennai, formerly known as Madras, is the capital city of Tamil Nadu and is located on the Coromandel Coast of the Bay of Bengal on India’s South East Coast. Siva Group identifies as its guiding business principles and beliefs: •



Identifying the unfulfilled needs of society;



•



Converting such needs into business opportunities, always looking for first mover advantage;



•



Offering high quality products and services at reasonable prices while enhancing wealth for all the stakeholders;



•



Creating wealth with social responsibility.
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Strategic Objectives For Oil Palm Project The first phase of the palm project is focused on seeking out suitable assets to support CPO production. In the second phase, Siva will focus on refinery and value adding processes, probably in 4-5 years time as current development projects come on stream. Not surprisingly the market focus will be on India, China and the EU – this latter market being especially attractive for West African production due to the competitive transit costs to European markets as compared with supply from East Asia. For a diversified holding group, Siva has demonstrated not just a serious intent to develop an important stake in the global oil palm sector, it has also demonstrated realism and diligence. New entrants often exaggerate the scope of the opportunity open to them and this is especially true in respect of yield expectations. In West Africa in particular we are accustomed to advising new entrants to lower their expectations for FFB yield and OER – but Siva has realistic, albeit stretching, targets for yield across its various operations, well inside what is possible. Country Risk Siva has established ventures or made investments into some of the most problematic investment zones in the World: Sierra Leone, Cote d’Ivoire, DRC, and PNG – these countries are all categorized as being high risk. Siva believes that geographical diversification across these territories provides both a hedge against instability in any one of the countries and a competitive advantage based on the low cost nature of these countries.



Vertical integration planned as plantations come on stream



Realistic business planning



Geographical diversification



Status of Land Bank & Investments Company Name 



Location 



% Stake 



Total Land Bank 



Planted Hectares 



   SL Agriculture  Biopalm Star Oil  Dekel Oil  Feronia Inc 



  Sierra Leone  Sierra Leone  Cote d'Ivoire  DRC 



  95.0%  100.0%  49.0%  8.6% 



ha  41,582  57,831  33,000  107,402 



ha  300  ‐  27,0001  15,986 



Equatorial Palm Oil 



Liberia 



26.7%2 



168,947 



3,800 



SPZ Enterprise PNG 



PNG 



100.0% 



109,580 



‐ 



PT Citra  Belize Global Palm 



Indonesia  Belize 



50.0%  100.0% 



6,706  9,712 



2,145  ‐ 



1. 2.



Already a significant presence and commitment towards various projects



Of 27,000 planted ha, Dekel Oil has lease rights over 17,000 ha and harvesting rights over 10,000 ha of land. 26,000 ha of land is available for further expansion. On account of the JV with EPO, Siva Group’s effective stake in the Liberian Palm Plantation assets = 63.3% (50% from JV and 13.5% coming through EPO).



Siva Group is evaluating further palm plantation opportunities in West Africa; it is in advanced negotiations to lease around 200,000 hectares in Cote d’Ivoire and another 200,000 hectares in Cameroon. In Cameroon preparations are underway to start development of 25,000 hectares of plantations including a nursery which is scheduled to be established by 2011 year end.



Cameroon boasts some of the best palm growing conditions in Africa



Sierra Leone Agriculture •



300 hectares have been planted so far; 1 million seedling nursery is in development;



•



Plans are in place to rehabilitate around 400 ha;



•



The project boasts a highly experienced management team with previous senior roles in palm plantations in West Africa, Indonesia & Malaysia.
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Total land bank of 57,831 hectares secured in Sierra Leone



•



Around 54,000 hectares of net plantable area



•



Land demarcation and all lease agreements have been completed.



•



Siva Group is in advanced stages to get lease rights over a further 120,000 hectares in Sierra Leone; currently land demarcation is in progress in 6 different chiefdoms in Sierra Leone.
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A significant initial land bank With scope for further expansion



Dekel Oil Cl SA (Dekel): •



Dekel has lease rights over 17,000 ha and exclusive harvesting rights over 10,000 ha of existing plantations in Cote d’Ivoire.



•



Further, Dekel has 26,000 ha of land available for expansion. Dekel’s target is to plant 2,000 ha of this additional land with oil palm by the end of 2011.



•



CPO mill contracts have been signed for a 60 ton/hr mill; expected to be commissioned by 2013.



•



Dekel has an excellent facility for a nursery with capacity of 1 million seedlings. o The Dekel nursery has computerized fertigation technology which produces strong, advanced seedlings. o The seedlings are planted in the field after 6 months in the nursery. o These oil palms mature and bear fruit after 24 months from planting. o Thus, after 30 months (6 months in nursery and 24 months in the field), the plantations start yielding.



•



Cote d’Ivoire is Africa’s only exporter of palm oil



Interesting fast track plant development



Dekel is also running controlled experiments to irrigate palms in the field and analyze the results to see yield improvement viz a viz non-irrigated palms.



An impressive nursery facility



Palm seedlings in the nursery – Source: Company
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Strong transplanted seedling



After 6 months in the nursery, the palm seedling is planted in the field – Source: Company



Healthy young palm at start of productive life



Mature Palm tree – 24 months after field planting – Source: Company
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Siva Group currently holds 8.6% stake in Feronia, by way of its investment in Feronia in June 2010. See Feronia profile on page 22 of this report.
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A deep palm plantation legacy & highly suitable location



Equatorial Palm Oil: •



In February 2010, EPO listed on the Alternative Investment Market (‘AIM’) of the London Stock Exchange raising £6.5m towards the development of sustainable oil palm plantations in Liberia.



•



In May 2010, the Company received further significant financial backing through a £5.0 million investment by Siva Group.



•



The strategic relationship with Siva Group was further cemented with the US$60.0 million joint venture; Siva Group contributed US$22.5m equity funds and Equatorial Bio-Fuel (Guernsey) Ltd, a subsidiary of EPO, contributed US$7.5m equity funds for a 50 per cent interest in the EPO’s Liberian oil palm assets. In addition, Siva Group will arrange and guarantee an additional US$30.0 million loan facility to the Joint Venture. The resulting US$60.0 million will be used to accelerate the development of the Joint Venture’s land position in Liberia.



•



Subsequent to the JV, Siva Group’s effective stake in Liberian Palm Plantation assets – 63.3% (50% from JV and 13.5% coming through EPO).



•



See mini profile on page 20 of this report



Strongly supported by Liberian authorities



SPZ Enterprise PNG Ltd (Papua New Guinea): •



A huge contiguous land bank of 110,000 hectares available for large scale agriculture; o More than 87,000 hectares of plantable land o Fertile land



•



Climatic conditions highly suitable for oil palm production



•



All agreements and permits secured, including the environment permit and special agricultural business lease.



•



Appointed a highly experienced project head to lead the operations in PNG – o KM Suriya Moorthy has over 30 years of experience in oil palm development in Indonesia & Papua New Guinea.



•



2 million seeds have been ordered from NBPOL; o First delivery in October 2011.



•



Land clearing and road upgradation started; first field planting expected in July 2012.



Huge land area



Experienced management team



2012 will be a busy year



Equipments and machinery for land clearing – Source: Company
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The company has cultivation rights & HGU permits over 6,709 ha of oil palm plantations in the Aceh district of Indonesia – out of which 2,145 ha are mature



•



There is an existing nursery with capacity for some 50,000 seedlings.



•



The company plans to plant the entire land-bank in the next 2 years.
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A foothold in Indonesia



Source: Company



International Footprint of Siva’s Palm Investments



Source: Company
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ZTE Energy Company



ZTE Energy Company Ltd



Status: Private Company



ZTE Agribusiness Company was established in December 2007 by ZTE Corporation. ZTE Corporation is a publicly-listed global provider of telecommunications equipment and network solutions operating in more than 140 countries. Founded in 1985, ZTE is China’s largest listed telecom equipment company and trades on both the Shenzhen (A share: 000063.SZ) and Hong Kong (H share: 0763.HK) stock exchanges.



Domicile: China Profile: Holding company with globally diversified energy businesses, including solar, bio-energy and palm plantations.



Market: Parent company – ZTE Corporation Listed on China’s Shenzhen Stock Exchange (A Share: 000063.SZ) Website: www.zte-e.com



In a drive to diversify its operations, ZTE has chosen to develop an agri-business activity, with a focus on the downstream production of biofuel. The company is reported to have rights to, and to be developing, large areas of oil palm plantation in Congo, Indonesia, Laos and Papua New Guinea. In a joint venture operation in Indonesia [South Sumatra & Central Kalimantan] the company is thought to be developing some 35,000 ha. In Africa, ZTE Agribusiness is reported to have been granted a concession of between 100,000 to 3 million hectares in 2009, to establish a large scale oil palm plantation. However, there has been no recent news on the project and it is rumoured that project feasibility analysis suggested that transport and infrastructure problems in the Congo would make the production and export of palm oil too expensive. Certainly at the time of agreeing the concession with the government of DRC, ZTE Agribusiness Company was reported to be aiming to develop a 1 million ha palm tree plantation, in support of a biofuels project, and it was proposing to provide thousands of jobs for local people, according to the company's regional manager Mr Zhang Peng The seriousness of ZTE’s intent to enter the biofuels sector was evident in May 2009 when it agreed to co-establish the ZTE Agribusiness Tianjin Edible Oil and Bio-energy Industrial Base in the Nangang Industrial Park, with a total investment of US $194m. The base was designed to provide a palm oil processing and storage base with an annual output of 900,000 MT vegetable oil, a bio-diesel production base of an annual output of 100,000 MT, a fuel ethanol production base with an annual output of 100,000 MT, an agricultural and bio-technology research institute, and a global sales centre. ZTE confirmed at the time that it was proposing to invest US $880 million over five years to acquiring 200,000 ha of foreign farmland, building to over one million ha in ten years.
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Asian Plantation Giants Look Back to Africa As suitable cultivation land becomes more restricted in Malaysia and Indonesia, the biggest of the Asian plantation owners are now looking to West Africa, from whence the oil palm originated, to expand their primary production assets. Wilmar, Golden Agri-Resources and Sime Darby between them control some 1.3 million ha of oil palm plantations in East Asia and now they have the opportunity to develop in the region of 660,000 ha in West Africa. Frequently working in conjunction with national governments, the Asian plantation companies are also committed to sustainability and social development. The companies will export not just investment capital, but potentially superior planting material, leading agronomy techniques and a profound grasp of the economics of producing palm oil whilst also capturing value downstream. Their entry into the African sector has the potential to revitalise this traditional African agri-sector, not just in the fields – but beyond in processing and consumer branding. Olam International, a global supply chain manager with African roots, is now developing a direct stake in the expansion of the oil palm sector in West Africa. For scale of activities and depth of experience in palm oil value capture globally, few organisations can rival Wilmar International. That it has teamed up with Olam International, originally out of Nigeria, to invest in palm oil related assets in West Africa, produces a powerful new grouping in the African sector. Additionally Wilmar has partnered with PZ Cussons in Nigeria to develop branded consumer products. Wilmar, Golden AgriResources and Olam are diversified commodities and services groups with the capacity to shape an integrated production, processing and branded goods sector in Africa’s domestic markets. Experience in other developing markets confirms that development of the agricultural sector is impossible without development of downstream processing and distribution into consumer outlets.



Asian influence



Expansion in Africa



Capital & expertise



Down stream value capture



Local brands



Sime Darby In May 2011, Sime Darby Plantations set its first palm seedling on its Matambo Estate in Liberia, marking the commencement of large-scale plantation activities in the country by the world’s largest oil palm plantation company. This is the Sime Darby group’s third attempt to develop oil palm production in Liberia; the two previous attempts were halted by war. The company’s managing director has commented that Liberia “can produce up to 4 million tonnes of CPO pa, enough to meet local demand and also to supply into the EU market which consumes 6.0 million tonnes pa. The company is reported to be looking for more land in Cameroon and Congo for oil palm cultivation. The company’s strategy is to locate more of its primary production close to the European market and to double its planted area to more than 1 million hectares of oil palm. In Liberia, the company has been granted a 63-year concession of 220,000 hectares of land to develop for palm and rubber production. The concession area is mostly abandoned agricultural land and degraded forests that were neglected during the civil wars. With the commencement of planting activities, Sime Darby reports that it is on schedule to develop 120,000 hectares of its concession area by 2022. The entire concession area is expected to be fully planted by 2030 when it is expected to directly employ 35,000 people. The company has also committed to build centralised housing complexes for the estate workers, similar to the company’s facilities in Malaysia and Indonesia. These complexes will include such amenities as community halls, fully equipped schools and day-care centres, dispensaries and clinics. One such complex will be developed for every 3,200 hectares of plantation established. Sime Darby has allocated over US$830m to develop the project in Liberia. Sime Darby produces 2.4 million tonnes of CPO pa, of which almost a million tonnes is already certified sustainable palm oil. The company has observed that “a fully operational upstream capacity in West Africa would provide [it] with greater access to markets on the Atlantic rim, Europe and Africa, offering significant savings in logistics and distribution”.



Sime Darby persists with a big plan Proximity to European markets



220,000 ha concession



35,000 jobs



Community investment $830m



African production economics



Wilmar International Founded in 1991, Wilmar describes itself as Asia’s leading agribusiness group and the largest processor of palm oil in the world. With a market capitalisation of US$34bn and 2010 revenues of $30.3bn, Wilmar is amongst the largest listed companies by market Hardman & Co. Leaders in Corporate Research Tel: +44(0)20 7929 3399
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capitalisation on the Singapore Exchange. Activities include oil palm cultivation, oilseeds crushing, edible oils refining, sugar, specialty fats, grain processing, as well as oleochemicals and biodiesel manufacturing. Headquartered in Singapore, Wilmar has over 300 manufacturing plants and an extensive distribution network covering China, India, Indonesia and some 50 other countries to support its extensive processing and merchandising business. Wilmar also manufactures and distributes fertilisers and owns a fleet of vessels. The Group employs more than 88,000 people. Wilmar seeks to capture the entire value chain of the agricultural commodity processing business, from origination and processing to the branding, merchandising and distribution of a wide range of agricultural products. It has a leading position in the supply of high quality processed agricultural products to the food manufacturing industry, industrial and consumer food catering businesses and has strong leadership positions in consumer-packed products in its targeted markets. The company claims to be: •



Asia wide distribution



Captures value all along the production to consumer chain



the largest global processor and merchandiser of palm and lauric oils;



•



the largest palm biodiesel manufacturer in the world;



•



a leading consumer pack edible oils producer, oilseeds crusher, edible oils refiner, specialty fats and oleochemicals manufacturer in China;



•



one of the largest edible oils refiners and a leading producer of consumer pack edible oils in India;



•



the leading importer of edible oils into East Africa and one of the largest importers of edible oils into South-East Africa.



Strong in China



Leading African oil importer



In Africa, Wilmar operates through its wholly owned subsidiary Wilmar Africa. It has operations in Ghana and it is involved in agro processing, plantations, refinery of edible oils and production of grains & pulses. The company also produces and distributes fats and oleochemicals and manufactures fertilisers. In November 2007 Wilmar formed a 50:50 JV with Olam International, a Singaporean global supply chain manager of agri-products and food ingredients, to invest in palm oil, rubber and sugar producing assets in Africa. The JV, named Nauvu Investments, was initiated with 3 strategic investments: 1. 2. 3.



Partnering with SIFCA



25% stake in SIFCA Group for circa US$132m US$45m investment in SIFCA’s palm oil refinery operation for a 50.5% stake US$32m for 16.65% stake in SIFCA’s Palm-CI operation. •



African JV with Olam



In December 2007 this stake was raised to 26.65%.



The relationship between the three companies was described as strategic with the purpose of establishing a position of regional leadership in production of palm oil, rubber & sugar. The combination of Wilmar’s experience of capturing value all the way along the palm oil production-to-consumption chain, and Olam’s supply chain management and African experience, together with SIFCA’s regional presence, has the potential for development of a powerful agri-commodities and palm oil enterprise. It brings to the African palm oil sector exceptional financial power along with deep experience of producing palm oil and deriving value for the product across global markets and diverse consumer/user sectors.



A strategic alliance



Power enterprise



PZ Cussons JV In December 2010 Wilmar has announced 2 JV’s with PZ Cussons Plc to develop a palm oil refinery business in Nigeria, 51% owned by Wilmar, as well as a branded consumer edible oils business, also in Nigeria, to be 49% owned by Wilmar. This is a significant development – foreign investment into production, refinery and branded goods distribution – bringing employment, value added and consumer benefits directly to African economies. More recently still, in February 2011, Wilmar announced that it was seeking to purchase all of Benso Oil Palm Plantation, listed on the Ghana Stock Exchange. Explaining the move, Wilmar noted that it had “a long term commitment to growing its presence in West Africa...the proposed acquisition will be the stepping stone to developing a fully integrated oil palm business from plantation development to the distribution of high quality refined edible oil in Ghana and in the African sub-region.”
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Brands for African consumers Local listings
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Olam In October 2010, Olam signed a contract with the Republic of Gabon which envisages the development of some 200,000 ha of palm with a target production of 1 million MT/CPO annually.



Agreement with Republic of Gabon to plant 200,000 ha



Olam International is listed on the Singapore Stock Exchange with a market capitalisation of some US $4.7bn. A globally integrated supply chain manager of agricultural products and food ingredients, Olam is active in 56 countries. Olam claims global leadership in the supply of certain commodities including cocoa, coffee, rice, cotton and teak.



Supply chain management



Despite its Singaporean domicile, Olam has deep African roots: in 1989, the Kewalram Chanrai Group established Olam Nigeria Plc to set up a non-oil based export operation out of Nigeria. The success of this operation resulted in Olam establishing an independent export operation and sourcing and exporting other agricultural products not related to the Group. The Group's agri-business was headquartered in London and operated under the name of Chanrai International Limited. The business began with the export of cashews from Nigeria and then expanded into exports of cotton, cocoa and shea nuts from Nigeria. This enabled Olam to develop origination capabilities and expertise in the sourcing, processing and marketing of agricultural products. Between 1993 and 1995, the business grew from a single-country operation into multiple origins, first within West Africa (including Benin, Togo, Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire, Burkina Faso, Senegal, Guinea Bissau, Cameroon and Gabon), then to East Africa (Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, Mozambique and Madagascar) and then India. This move into multiple origin countries coincided with the deregulation of the agricultural commodity markets. Olam International Limited was incorporated in Singapore during 1995, and in 1996 all London operations were relocated to Singapore. The successful sourcing operations that had been established in Africa are now extended into South-East Asia and the Indian subcontinent. Olam today has operations across more than 60 countries, sourcing 20 products from over 45 origin countries and marketing them to over 10,000 customers.



Nigerian origins



True West African roots & experience



Olam went East but now returns



European Energy Companies – Palm Oil as Feed Stock for Biofuels A variety of West European energy companies are reported to be active in developing oil palm projects in African countries for the ultimate production of biofuels. These initiatives typically involve national or state governments. Eni, the Italian energy company, is linked to an ambitious plan to develop 70,000 ha in Republic of Congo and 340,000 MT of CPO pa for food & fuel as part of a $3bn investment. Other projects are less ambitious, but together with those briefly detailed, they suggest rising interest in the region and the commodity, for the production of biofuels. Angola: Grupo Atlantica (AfriAgro) has a concession of over 5,000ha to develop oil palm for biodiesel, which is very much in line with recent Government policy. Eni is also reported to be working with Sonangol, the state energy utility, to produce CPO for biofuel. Republic of Congo: Eni the Italian energy utility is reported to have signed a $3bn agreement with the government to develop energy projects in the Republic of Congo, including 70,000 ha of palm to produce 340,000 mt of CPO pa for food & biodiesel. Aurantia of Spain is also proposing some thousands of hectares of palm for energy. Fri-El Green Power of Italy is reported to have signed an agreement with the government to grow oil palm on 40,000 ha and a JV has also been rumoured with German energy company RWE to take control of the state owned palm project. Nigeria: Italian company Fri-El Green Power is believed to be considering biofuels related projects in Nigeria. It acquired 80% of Abia Palm Oil Company in 2008, with the state government as a 20% minority investor.
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Palm oil instead of Crude Oil



Eni & Sonagol



Eni again



Another Italian
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Tanzania: In 2006 the Government created the National Biofuels task force to develop agro-industrial projects to supply feed stock - including oil palm. Projects extending to more than 106,000 ha, mostly connected with biofuels, are under consideration. African Green Oil has targeted the development of 20,000 ha by 2020 to support a biofuels initiative. InfEnergy of the UK has an option over a 10,000 ha site for oil palm cultivation. Sithe Global [US] is reported to be considering a plantation development on 50,000 ha and a refinery complex.



National Biofuels Task Force A variety of foreign names – but Sithe Global has deep African experience



African Investing Organisations Mentioned In This Report The African Development Bank The bank’s vision for supporting African agriculture and rural development is to become the leading development finance institution in Africa, dedicated to assisting African regional member countries (RMCs) in their poverty reduction efforts. This focuses on the central goal of poverty reduction and, therefore, on agriculture and rural development as a prime building block, given the dominant role agriculture plays in most RMCs, as the key employer of the people and the main contributor to GDP, rural transformation, and economic growth. More specifically, the Bank’s vision for the agriculture and rural development sector is to assume a leading catalytic role in supporting the technological, institutional and policy changes that are required to trigger a lasting transformation of the rural economies of RMCs. Rural populations need to be enabled to improve their productivity and real incomes in an equitable and environmentally sustainable manner. The AfDB believes that to transform African agriculture, a shift from the highly diversified, subsistence-oriented farming activity towards a more commercially-oriented agriculture with improved access to markets and agro-industry, is required. The bank insists that should involve a greater reliance on input and output markets and increased integration of agriculture with other sectors of the domestic and international economies. Additionally the bank observes that more use should be made of both indigenous and science-based knowledge and agronomy. The Bank supports agriculture research and programs that are geared towards productivity increases in selected crops.



A focus on agriculture



Boosting productivity



Integration with processing & distribution Is vital to build agriculture



We endorse AfDB guidance



The issues sign posted by the AfDB have all been identified in this report and are being addressed by the initiatives detailed herein to develop the African palm oil sector. The African Agriculture Fund The African Agriculture Fund [AAF] is a private equity fund managed by the Phatisa Group. Headquartered in Johannesburg, the Phatisa Group has physical presence in Mauritius, Kenya, Zambia, South Africa and West Africa. The private equity management group is 30% owned by Metropolitan Life. The fund, which is supported by 11 developmental agencies, achieved its first closing at US$135m towards the end of 2010 and is targeting a final close of $300m. AAF focuses on backing companies involved in food production, processing and distribution, agricultural and livestock farming, crop protection, logistics, fertilizers, seeds, edible oils [we understand the fund has invested in at least one West African palm project], and agri services. The fund will make individual investments of up to $20m, targeting companies with robust management and growth prospects. AAF is especially supportive of management groups that implement strategies to enhance and diversify food production and distribution, including the modernization of agricultural processes.
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Local agri-fund



Supporting development of African agriculture
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Target  Landbank  (ha) 
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Investment  Proposed  ($m) 



Partners /  Shareholders  / Stake (%) 



Equivalent  Investment  per Hectare  ($/ha) 



Market  Listed 



Potential  Outgrowers  (ha) 



AfriAgro 



AfriAgro 



Angola 



5,000 



20,000 



47 



Grupo  Atlantica  (45%) 



2,350 



 



 



African  Green Oil 



 



Tanzania 



5,000 



20,000 



 



 



 



 



 



Aurantia 



 



Republic of  Congo 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



3,250 



Singapore  F34.SI     



3,500 



BIDCO 



Oil Palm  Uganda Ltd 



Wilmar  Uganda 
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6,500 



40,000 



130 



Josovina  ADM 



Comments  A 50 year concession for 5,000 ha on  Atlantic coast to produce CPO for  Sonangol, the national energy utility. Plan  is to expand to 20,000 ha, including small  holders. EU development finance is being  sought. Biodiesel for domestic use is  objective.  Aims to establish 20,000 ha plantation by  2020; currently planting at less than 1k ha  pa but looking to take planting to 2,500 ha  by 2013. At least 5,000 ha already  acquired.  Spanish business development company. A  2007 agreement was reported with Govt.   4 mills were to be built to service  plantations with intention of providing  feed stock for biodiesel. No funds or  hectare allocation were announced.  BIDCO is an oil refiner, teamed up with  Wilmar. Project received reported $20m  from IFAD & $12m in land & utilities from  Government of Uganda 
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Companies 



Subsidiaries 



Countries 



Bollore  Group 



Bollore Group 



Cameroon 



Bollore  Group 



Agripalma /  Socfino 



Sao Tome &  Principe 



ENI S.p.A./  Congolese  Ministry of  Agriculture 



Consortium  including  international  NGOs 



Equatorial  Palm Oil  (EPOL) 



Liberia Palm  Developments 



Congo R 



Liberia 



Hectares  Under  Development  (ha) 



Target  Landbank  (ha) 



5 September 2011



Investment  Proposed  ($m) 



Partners /  Shareholders  / Stake (%) 



Potential  Outgrowers  (ha) 



8,500 



 



Bollore family  own majority 



 



Paris  (BOL.PA) 



 



5,000 



na 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Milan &  NASDAQ  (ENI:MI) 



54,549 



na 



169,000 



3,000 



60 



30% Italian  State  Biopalm  Energy Ltd  [the private  equity  subsidiary of  Indian Siva  Group] (50%)   



EPOIL (50%) 



Tel: +44(0)20 7929 3399



Market  Listed 



40,000  (see  SocFin  below) 



70,000 
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Equivalent  Investment  per Hectare  ($/ha) 



1,100 



London  (PAL) 



Comments  In addition to properties owned through  shareholding in SocFin, Bollore owns   8,500 ha of palm and rubber. The Group is  the largest producer in Cameroon. An  Africa focused transportation and logistics  company with a reported interest in  biodiesel.  25 year agreement with Govt. Will build  mill &rehabilitate plantations. 



 



Food plus Bio‐diesel project originated in  2009 with 70,000 hectares expected to  produce 340,000 MT CPO/pa.  ENI also  reported to be active in Angola with  Sonangol. 



 



This month announced that $3m mill  began daily processing 30 MT FFB from  3,500 rehabilitated hectares. Expects mill  to be at full capacity in July 2011 with  output of 15 MT CPO per day; OER 17%.  Further 1,200 ha to be planted in 2011,  with plans to accelerate in future years.  10,200 ha are planted and being  rehabilitated, 78,500 ha is zoned  agricultural land for development,   80,000 ha are being agreed with local  populations for development. Within   10 years company is seeking 50,000 ha  planted. Oil to be sold locally and into  European market for sustainable palm oil. 
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Subsidiaries 



Countries 



Hectares  Under  Development  (ha) 



FELISA 



 



Tanzania 



4,358 



10,000 



 



24 Belgian  investors 



 



 



 



Feronia 



Feronia 



Congo DR 



15,986 



70,000 



 



TriNorth has  11.8% of  Feronia 



 



Toronto  SE (FRN) 



 



 



Congo 



40,000 



na 



 



RWE 



 



 



 



 



Nigeria 



11,000 



100,000 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Sierra Leone 



40,000 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Companies 



Target  Landbank  (ha) 



Investment  Proposed  ($m) 



Partners /  Shareholders  / Stake (%) 



Equivalent  Investment  per Hectare  ($/ha) 



Market  Listed 



Potential  Outgrowers  (ha) 



Fri‐El Green  Power    



Gold Tree 
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Comments  Looking to operate 5,000 ha of owned  plantation and 5,000 ha of small holder.  Former Lever Bros Plantations; objective of  rehabilitating with new investment &  agronomy. Now called Feronia; it was  purchased In Sept 2009 with the  involvement of TriNorth Capital. 15,000 ha  is inow planted, with a further  70,000/100,000 ha suitable for planting.  In 2008 company signed agreement with  Republic of Congo to grow 40,000 ha of  palm. There is a reported JV with German  energy utility RWE to take control of state  owned Sangha Palm & Congo National  Palm Plantations Authority.   After the acquisition of Abia Palm Oil  Company Ltd in 2008, it operates as a  subsidiary of Fri‐El Green Power SpA. Fri El  Green Power has an 80% stake in the  project and the Abia State Government has  20% with an obligation to transfer 10% to  the local community. The company got a  concession of 11,292 hectares, including  the former Abia Palm plantation, and a  right to extend the concession up to  100,000 ha.  Reported to have $19m of funding from  FinnFund for production of CPO + mill +  small holder developments. 
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Subsidiaries 



Countries 



Hectares  Under  Development  (ha) 



Groupe  Agro‐ Pastoral 



Groupe  Agro‐ Pastoral 



DRC 



10,000 



 



 



Blattner  family  companies 



 



 



 



Operates 5 plantations. 



Groupe  L'Aiglon 



PalmAfrique 



Ivory Coast 



7,500 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Acquired in 1997 as part of privatisation  program in Ivory Coast. 



IFC [World  Bank] 



 



Ghana 



 



 



$12.5m 



 



 



 



 



Involved throughout the supply chain  including investments in plantations. 



InfEnergy  (UK) 



 



Tanzania 



5,818 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Has an option for 10,000 ha site for  irrigated palm plantation. 



 



Acquired the former National Oil Palm  Company in 2000. With Twifo, it is one of  the smaller of the four plantation groups in  Ghana. 



Companies 



Norwegian  Oil Palm  Ghana  Limited  (NORPALM) 



National Oil  Palm Limited 



Ghana 



5,000 e 
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Target  Landbank  (ha) 



Investment  Proposed  ($m) 



Partners /  Shareholders  / Stake (%) 



Equivalent  Investment  per Hectare  ($/ha) 



Market  Listed 



Potential  Outgrowers  (ha) 



na 



 



 



 



 



Comments 
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Companies 



Olam  International 



Pamol 



Quifel  Natural  Resources 



Subsidiaries 



Countries 



Olam Gab  Sarl 



Gabon:  reported to  be seeking to  become  largest  producer in  Africa 



Nauvu  Investment:  JV with  Wilmar in  Africa via  Nauvu  Investments  with 25%  stake in  SIFCA   



Hectares  Under  Development  (ha) 



Target  Landbank  (ha) 



5 September 2011



Investment  Proposed  ($m) 



Partners /  Shareholders  / Stake (%) 



Equivalent  Investment  per Hectare  ($/ha) 



Market  Listed 



Potential  Outgrowers  (ha) 



Comments 



 



Olam is a processer of agricultural products  & food ingredients; has an integrated  supply chain for 20 products in 64  countries. Contract was signed with  Republic of Gabon Oct 2010 and envisages  200,000 ha planted by 2014, for target  production of 1 million tonnes of CPO pa.  Olam & Wilmar to invest $370m into  African agri‐commodity producing  businesses, also. in the SIFCA group:  including 25% stake in SIFCA Group + $80m  to acquire 50.5% of SIFCA’s palm oil  refining business Newco + $57m to acquire  16.65% stake in SIFCA subsidiary Palm‐CI. 



Olam (70%) 



50,000 e 



300,000 



236 



Republic of  Gabon (30%) 



4,720 



Singapore  O32.SI 



 



 



 



 



Olam (50%) 



 



 



 



Cameroon 



9,000 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Mozambique 



Unclear 



Unclear 



 



 



 



 



 



Sierra Leone 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Angola 
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No other information.  Portuguese Agri‐business & renewable  energy company. Greenfield development  in Mozambique. Reported to have some  40,000 ha across 3 African countries.  Early stage; agreement with local people  for a variety of agri‐projects including oil  palm.  Unclear. 
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Companies 



Subsidiaries 



GOPDC 



Countries 



Hectares  Under  Development  (ha) 



Ghana 



7,700 



Target  Landbank  (ha) 



14,000 



5 September 2011



Investment  Proposed  ($m) 



Partners /  Shareholders  / Stake (%) 



 



SIAT Group  (100%)?  Other  shareholders  include SSNIT  of Ghana &  ATMF; SIAT  has control. 



SIAT Group 



Equivalent  Investment  per Hectare  ($/ha) 



Market  Listed 



Potential  Outgrowers  (ha) 



Comments 



 



SIAT is  private  Belgian  company 



14,364 



Invests & manages agro‐industrial ventures  in Nigeria, Ghana, Gabon & Côte d'Ivoire. 



 



Presco:  Nigerian  Stock  Exchange 



 



Presco comprises 12,500 ha, mill, kernel  crushing plant & refinery 



Presco 



Nigeria 



10,537 



16,000 



 



SIAT Group  (60%) 



SIAT Gabon 



Gabon 



10,000 



15,000 



 



SIAT Group  (97%) 



 



 



 



Also has 10,000 ha of rubber and   100,000 ha of cattle ranch. 



 



Liberia 



9,000 



Na 



 



 



 



 



 



SIFCA is an agribusiness group, involved in  the cultivation, processing & marketing of  vegetable oil, natural rubber & cane sugar. 



 



Nauva  Investment  (50%)  SIFCA (50%) 



 



 



116,885 



SIFCA  PALM‐CI 



Ivory Coast 



40,000 
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na 



Also owns 50,000 ha of rubber. 
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Subsidiaries 



Countries 



Hectares  Under  Development  (ha) 



Target  Landbank  (ha) 



5 September 2011



Investment  Proposed  ($m) 



Partners /  Shareholders  / Stake (%) 



Equivalent  Investment  per Hectare  ($/ha) 



Market  Listed 



Potential  Outgrowers  (ha) 



Comments 



 



Liberia 



50,000e 



220,000 



3,100 



 



na 



Kuala  Lumpur  Sime.KL 



44,000 



Proposed $3.1bn investment in palm &  rubber plantations to 2026. Invested $17m  to date. 63‐year concession of 220,000 ha  from 2009. Expect 10,800 MT/pa CPO  2015. On track to develop 120,000ha in the  first 11 years. Fully planted by 2030. Active  project. 



 



Cameroon 



na 



300,000 



 



 



 



 



 



Project is still in planning/discussion, will  take many years to develop, initial planting  at 5,000 ha/pa peaking at 15,000 ha/pa 



Sime Darby 



SIPEF‐CI 



 



Ivory Coast 



12,700 



 



 



 



 



Brussels  SIP.BR 



 



 



Madagascar 



 



60,000 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Tanzania 



50,000 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Sithe Global 



Hardman & Co. Leaders in Corporate Research Tel: +44(0)20 7929 3399



Belgian listed oil palm company with deep  history in plantation agriculture and  estates in Indonesia. Acquired in 1997 as  part of privatisation program in Ivory  Coast; includes mills.  Project said to be awaiting Government  approval. Proposed for production of  biodiesel. Sithe is US based power  generation project company. Madagascar  is not renowned for oil palm; variety of  palm said to be of dwarf type  Reported to be considering plantation  development & refinery. 
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Africa Oil Palm Roadmap – Company Profiles



Companies 



Siva Group 



SocFin  Group 



Hectares  Under  Development  (ha) 



Target  Landbank  (ha) 



Investment  Proposed  ($m) 



Partners /  Shareholders  / Stake (%) 



Equivalent  Investment  per Hectare  ($/ha) 



Market  Listed 



Potential  Outgrowers  (ha) 



300 



41,582 



 



95.0% 



 



 



 



 



‐ 



57,831 



 



100.0% 



 



 



 



 



Subsidiaries 



Countries 



Sierra Leone  Agriculture  Biopalm Star  Oil 



Sierra Leone 



Dekel Oil 



Ivory Coast 



27,000 



33,000 



 



49.0% 



 



 



 



 



Comments 



Feronia 



DRC 



15,986 



107,402 



 



8.6% 



 



 



 



 



Equatorial  Palm Oil 



Liberia 



3,800 



168,947 



 



26.7% 



 



 



 



 



SOGB 



Ivory Coast 



6,031 



na 



 



 



 



 



Okomu 



Nigeria 



9,294 



na



 



 



 



 



4,559 



na



 



 



 



 



27,110 



na



 



 



 



 



4,148 



na



 



 



 



 



Safacam  Socapalm 



Cameroon 



SPFS  Tanzania  Biodiesel  Plant  Twifo Oil  Palm  Plantation  Limited  



5 September 2011



Bollore Group 



Company cultivates oil palm in Socfindo  (Indonesia), SoGB (Ivory Coast), Okomu  (Nigeria) and Safacam, Socapalm and SPFS  (Cameroon). In Congo (DRC), Brabanta  initiated replanting in 2008. Production will  start in 2012. 



 



Tanzania 



16,000 



 



 



 



 



 



 



No other information  



 



Ghana 



4,200 



 



 



Unilever  Ghana (40%) 



 



 



 



Unilever & Govt. Said to be one of the  largest producers in Ghana  
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Africa Oil Palm Roadmap – Company Profiles



Companies 



Subsidiaries 



Countries 



Hectares  Under  Development  (ha) 



Target  Landbank  (ha) 



5 September 2011



Investment  Proposed  ($m) 



Partners /  Shareholders  / Stake (%) 



Equivalent  Investment  per Hectare  ($/ha) 



Market  Listed 



Potential  Outgrowers  (ha) 



Golden Agri  Resources  Verdant  Fund LP  



Golden  VerOleum 



Liberia 



30,000 e 



200,000 



1,600 



8,000 



 



40,000 



Other  investors 



Nauvu 



Ivory Coast 



na 



na 



 



Olam (50%) 



 



Singapore  O32.SI 



 



Benso Oil  Palm  Plantation 



Ghana 



23,000 



na 



 



Wilmar Africa  Ltd 



 



 



 



Wilmar  International 



Comments  A national human development partner of  the Liberian Government's poverty  reduction strategy, Golden VerOleum will  develop plantations, mills, processing &  value‐added manufacturing. Vision  includes 240,000 ha including 40,000 ha of  out growers, to produce over 1m MT CPO  pa. An active project  Wilmar is involved in oil palm cultivation,  oilseeds crushing, edible oils refining,  sugar, consumer pack edible oils  processing and merchandising, specialty  fats, oleochemicals, biodiesel and  fertilisers.  Plantations formerly owned by Unilever‐ Ghana, acquired by Wilmar February 2011 



Source: Hardman & Co, Companies
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A Growth Story For Africa
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Disclaimer The conclusions and opinions expressed in the investment research accurately reflect the views of the first named analyst. Hardman & Co provides professional independent research services and the companies researched pay a set fee in order for this research to be made available. While the information in the research is believed to be correct, this cannot be guaranteed. There are no other conflicts of interest. Neither Hardman & Co nor the analysts responsible for this research own shares in the companies analysed in this research note. Neither do they hold any other securities or derivatives (including options and warrants) in the companies concerned. Hardman & Co does not transact corporate finance and therefore does not earn corporate finance fees. It does not buy or sell shares, and does not undertake investment business either in the UK or elsewhere. Hardman & Co does not make recommendations. Accordingly we do not publish records of our past recommendations. Where a Fair Value price is given in a research note this is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes, and not a forecast of a likely share price. Our research is issued in good faith but without legal responsibility and is subject to change or withdrawal without notice. Members of the professional investment community are encouraged to contact the analyst concerned. This research is provided for the use of the professional investment community, market counterparties and sophisticated and high net worth investors as defined in the rules of the regulatory bodies. It is not intended to be made available to unsophisticated individuals. In the UK, any such individual who comes into possession of this research should consult their properly authorized professional adviser, or undertake one of the ‘self certified’ sophisticated investor tests that are available. This research is not an offer to buy or sell any security. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future and the price of shares, and the income derived from them, may fall as well as rise and the amount realised may be less than the original sum invested. For AIM and PLUS shares, it is the opinion of the regulator that risks are higher. Furthermore the marketability of these shares is often restricted. This document must not be accessed or used in any way that would be illegal in any jurisdiction. In some cases research is only issued electronically and in some cases printed research will be received by those on our distribution lists later than those receiving research electronically. The report may be reproduced either whole or in part on condition that attribution is given to Hardman & Co, and on condition that Hardman & Co accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect. Hardman & Co is not regulated by the Financial Services Authority (FSA). © Hardman & Co.
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